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Introduction
For thousands of years, lush green belts ef wetlands along the
New England coast have been productive salt-marsh ecosystems.

With

each tidal cyele, large quantities ef decaying nutrient-rich marsh
grass are carrie. into estuaries to provide nourishment for microscopic
algae, the basic component of a foed web which supports large
populations of fish and shellfish.
fish and habitats for wildlife.

Such areas are nurseries fer

Wetlands are alse nature's sponges.

They are invaluable in controlling coastal flooding, and any destruction
caused. by storm surge is soon repaireti, because the marsh is a living
thing and can rebuild itself.
Progress and development in our society has destroyed millions
ef acres of wetlands which are
just mentioned.

economieal~

valuable for those reasons

Since colonial times, wetland areas have been

obliteratei in man's lust fer .pace and pursuit of private and
industrial development.

Men considered wetlands as useless parcels

of land whieh needed. to be altere. tA become useful.

This lIIeant

destruction and conversion .r marsh areas to solid ground for buildings
and roadways and the

dred~ng

.f water areas to provide navigable

channels for shipping.
As early as 1641, the marshes surrounding Boston were filled.
Man's continual taMpering with the natural environment caused unhealthy
conditions by the mia-1800's •. Dams were built and decreased water
flew.

This led to stagnation.

The bui14ing of railroad lines arfected

water circulation, and the marsh was eventually used as a city dump
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and as the ultimate receptacle for wastes from the city sewage systea.
A 24 year prejeet was authorized te completely fill the section called
Back Bay by 1882.

The Pru.dential Center sits above this marsh todQY.

Subsequent to the'completion of this project, water circulation was
severely restricted from reaching a marsh to the west.
in time, became stagnant and had to be filled in.
site of Fenway Park.

This area,

Today, this is the

Bosten had gained. 2055 acres from these filling

activities, but at the same time, Boston lost a valuable natural
resource.
One-half Millien acres of U.S. coastal wetlands have been destroyed
by dredging and filling operations since 1956.
destroyed at the rate of 0.5-1.~ each year.

They are being
In one ten year period,

Rhode Island lost 5~ of its 2000 acres ef wetlands t. urban development,
and CQnnecticut lost 12~ ef its marsn lands.

Less than 1500 acres

of marsh remain in Connecticut.
During the course of this research project,

I examined one aspect

of wetland destruction - the dredging and disposal of spoil materials
ante wetlands an« inte the coastal waters of Southern New England.
What follows is a compilation of facts, policies, and operating
procedures on dredge and fill activities, and a discussion of how
these activities iMpact the ecelogy of southern New England.
Chapter One explains how dredge .and fill activities are managed
at the Federal level.,by examining Federal
these operation..

le~slation

that affects

The federal agencies responsible for dredged spoil

disposal activities are discussed, and there is a brief review of the

current status of efforts at the federal level to develop a
dredge spoil disposal program.

coor~inated

Finally, there is an evaluation of the

Federal permitting procedures and the criteria used to evaluate a
Federal dredge spoil disposal project.
Chapter two examines the current problems associated with dredge
spoil disposal.

Current management techniques, state-of-the-art

dredging, surveying, monitoring, and current disposal methods are
examined.

The social and economic attitudes towards disposal are

explained from the 'public as well as the industrial point of view.
The chapter ends with an account of the potential environmental effects
that dredging and filling activities can create.
Chapter three consists of an evaluation of Southern New England's
management procedures for dredge and fill activities.

The state agencies

responsible for these activities within Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Connecticut are evaluated for their effectiveness in implementing
state legislation that deal with dredge and fill operations.

Disposal

techniques compatible with southern New England's geological, hydrological, and biological conformations are discussed, and a case study

.r

a proposed regional management program i. presented and evaluated.
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Chapter 1
Dredging is a process where sediments are removed from the bottom of
streams, rivers, lakes, and coas t.aI waters and tr;'rlsported by ship, bar ae ,
or pipeline to be discharged as spoils to land or welter.

The

pur-oo se

of

this ac t i va ty is to improve, rraintain, or extend wat.erways for the purpose
of safe navigation.

During the PClst few years, questions have been

raised concerning the type and significance of the environmental impacts
of dredging and disposal operCJtinns, and the future course of manar:ernent
programs and performance in this area.
r-~anagement

of these activities has been the responsibility of the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (hereafter "Corps") since 1899, and more
recently, also the responsibility of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (hereafter "EPA").

This chapter objective is twofold: 1) to

explain the regulatory responsibilities of these two lead agencies
with respect to dredged spoil disposal, and 2) to determine the federal
legislation by which the Corps and the EPA were delegated such
responsibility and within which they must function to achieve their
objectives.

The major legislation considered, here include:

1) The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and Amendments
2) The Nationa.l Environmental Policy Act of 1969
3) The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 and Amendments
4) The Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972
and Amendments
A number of other pieces of national legislation also address, in
some aspect, the dredging and dumping of spoils.
5) The Submerged Lands Act of 1953

These include:

6) The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953

7) The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972
8) The Flood Control Act
9) The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
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10) The Internati0nal Cnnl'ention on Ocean Dumping to which the

United

St~tes

became a party in 1975.

Excerpts of these pieces of legislation,which apply to dredging and
disposal activities are reviewed and may be found in Appendix A.
References to these Acts will be made in the text of this paper as the
need arises.

The four Acts reviewed in this chapter are the major

working pieces of environmental legislation today to which all major
dredging activities must respond.
The River and Harbors Appropriations Act of 1899 (30 Stat. 1151)
Most of the concern over the navigation of U.S. waters was expressed
in state and local legislation until 1899.

In that year, the Corps was

delegated the regulatory function by the Federal f,overnment under the
River and Harbors Act, also called the Refuse Act.

Under this Act, the

Corps is responsible for protecting navigable channels and harbors
against encroachments, and its mission is to promote and achieve safe
nav i gabl,e WAterways, hydropower production, flood cor-t.ro'l , recreo t.Lon,
and water supply storage 1•
This Act is primarily concerned with

navigatio~ an

interpretation

strictly adhered to by the Corps until 1970 and the passage of the National
Environmental Policy Act (hereafter NEPA). The Corps emphasized navigational
and port uses and was deeply involved in identifying present and future
navi~ational

needs and in promoting the development of port facilities.

Prior to 1970, permits were easy to obtain within a short period of time,
and interpretation of these sections of the Act was

quite literal:

Section 9 - prohibits the construction of any dam or dike across
any navigable water of the U.S. in the absence of
Congressional consent and approval of such plans by
the Chief of the Corps and the Secretary of the Army.
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Section 10 - prohibits the obstructjon or alteration of any
navigable water of the U.S. including the construction
of any structure in or over the waterway, the excavation
from or depositing of materials in such a waterway, or
any alteration which might affect the course, location,
condition, or capacity of such waterways unless
authorized by the Chief of the Corps and the Secretary
of the Army.
(The authority of the Secretary of the Army to prevent
obstructions in navigable U.S. waters was extended to
artificial islands and fixed structures locJted on the
Outer Continental Shelf in Section 4 of the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953(67 Stat. 463) ).
- This section is important in its inherpnt land use
regulatory function along estuaries and in coastal waters.
Section 11 - authorizes that the Secretary of the Army can establish
harbor limits considered essential to the preservation
and protection of harbors, and define the offshore limits
of structures and fills.
Section 12 - this enforcement section establishes a fine of up to
a maximum of $2500 and/or one year imprisonment for any
violations of this Act. This section also prOVides that
any district court can require the removal of such
structures which are in violation of Sections 10 and 11
of this Act.
Section 13 - authorizes that the discharge of refuse may be permitted
into navigable waters provided that there is no d~mage
to anchorage or navigation. Permits are required for
disposal.
- Until the passage of NEPA, Section i) was the only
piece of Federal legislation that could be used to control
wetland development and pollution problems. Since 1970
the permit authority of the Secretary of the Army has been
superceded by the Administrator of the EPA under
Sections 402 and 405 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act of 1972 (PL92-500, 86 Stat. 816).
In 1970, the naVigational interpretation of the River and Harbors
Act was criticized as being simplistic, task oriented, and meeting only
navigational needs.

The Act did not address such matters as "fish and

Wildlife, air and water pollution control, aesthetics, ecology,
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conservation of natural and scenic resources,

recre~tional

needs, and

other matters of public intere~t,,2. Occasionally since 1899, the Corps
had changed its regulations with respect to dredging and filling of
wetlands, but these changes were navigational in nature.

Only in 1968,

did the Corps revise the Act to include the evaluation of "all relevant
factors including the effect of the proposed work on navigation, fish
and wildlife, conservation, pollution, esthetics, ecology, and the
general public interest~3. These changes, however, did not automatically
mean denial of a permit for these reasons.
discretion

of the Corps.

The decision was left to the

After the passage of NEPA, the purpose of

which is to promulgate harmony be tween man and the environment and to
promote efforts to prevent or eliminate darnageto the environment and
attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without
degradation, risk to health and safety, or ather undesirable consequences,
the Corps declared that future permit applications would be evaluated
on the basis of impact on the

environ~ent

rather than solely on navigation.

This new approach was first challenged in the case of Zabel v. Tabb
(430 F.2d 199, 5th Cir. 1970).

The Corps denied a permit to fill eleven

acres of tideland in Boca Ciega Bay, Florida, for use as a mobile
trailer park.

The reasons were ecological rather than navigational impacts.

This case sets a precedent

that the Corps now consider, under Section

10, non-navigational factors in granting a permit.

The District Court

ordered the Corps to 'issue the permit because denial w;,s based on nonnavigc:tional interests, and the Corps historically concerned itself only
with obstructions to navigation.

The Court of Appeals reversed this

court order by at.a t.i.ng, "nothing in the statutory structure (of Section 10)
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compels the Secretary (of the ~rmy) to close his eyes to all that others
see or think they see ••• and that it is proper and appropriate in weighing
any application to consider the effects of the proposed work on the
ecology of the area.,,4
NEPA, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (hereafter the "Water
Act"), and the t'larine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act became
Federal legislation because of the growing concern for the environment,
and these laws have impacted and further defined the once s unp'l e
permitting procedure of the Corps.

A look at the rpstrictive requirements

of these Federal laws will generp,te a more thorough understanding of the
permitting procedures for dredge and spoil disposal.

The National EnvironJ'1entCll POli£:!. Act ,of 1069

(l~2

USCA 4)21 et seq , )

NEPA's objective is to promote efforts towards protecting the
environment whereby all Fedpral agencies must consider ecolor,ical
factors when dealing with activities which may impact man's

Bnviron~ent.

A Council on Environmental Quality was established whose policies were
to be Lmp'Lemerrted through the cooperation of Federal, State, and local
governJ'1ents, and concerned public and private

or~anizations.

tlEPA

requires Environmental Imnact reports on proposals for major federal
activities which could significantly affect the quality of the human
environment.

All federal agencies are required to bring their statutory

authority, administrative regulations, policies and procedures in line
with PEPA's policies and procedures.
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NEPA, then, requires, the Corps to cooperate with State agencies.
The 8th Federal Circuit Court has interpreted NEPA to be an expression
of ,judicially enforce2ble substantive rip;hts where the acti0ns 0f
the Federal C'lgencies may be weighed
if they are in compliance 5•

against the goals of

m~PA

to determine

The effect of NEPA on Zabel v. Tabb was

such that although NEPA did not exist when the Corps originally denied
the permit in 1967, the 1970 situation was one where the Court now
believed that a proper decision had to be based on current l a p p l i c 8 . b l e
standards despite the lack of such a requirement in Section 10 of the
River and Harbors Act.

This judicial decision was reached:

"For we hoId that whHe it is still the Action of
the Secretnry of the Army on the recommendation
of the Chief of Enf,ineers, the Army must consult
with, consider, and receive, and then evaluate
the recommendations of all of these agencies
articulately on all these environmental factors.
In rejecting a ppr~l')i t on non-navi.na tional grounds,
the Secretary of the Army does not abdicate his
sole ultil"1dte responsibility and authority.
Rather in weir,hing the application, the Secrptpry
is acting under a Congressional mandate to co laborate and consader all of these factors." G
The House Committee on Governmental Operations further stRted that:
"The Corps of Engineers, which is charged by the
Congress with the duty to protect the nation's
navigable w2ters, should, when considering
whether to .'1DnrOVe ,qrH11ic:· tions for landfills,
c1rerlging and other work in navr.gable w:lters,
Lncr-e.vse its consi.der'e td.on of the ef'f'ect.s which
the proposed work will have, not only on navigation, but also on conservation of ndtural
resources, fish and wildlife, air and water
qua lLty , esthetics, scenic views, historic sites,
ecolov,y, <'nd other public interest aspects of the
wa terway. "7 .
.
Under NEPA, goverraent agencies would berri n to develop systematic
and interdisciplinc:ry approaches in their planning.

Ne\v methods and
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procedures would be used to
future

f~enerations.

in~ure

the quality of the envi r-onnerrt for

One such procedure, now familiar to all, is the

detailed Environmental Enpa c t, St.a t.ement.,

This repor-t considers the

following infornation in assessing proposed cctivities which could
potentially alter the environment:
1) The environmental impact of the proposed action.
2) Any adverse errvi.r-orrnent.al effects which cannot, be avoided

should work begin.

3) Alternatives to the proposed action.

4) The relationship bet~een short-terre use of the c~Vir0n"rnt
;>nd the ma i nt.enance and enhancement of 10n~-tt'rrrl product.i.vity ,
5) Any irreversible 3nd irret.rievable commitments of resources
which would be inv0lved in the proposed action were it to be
implemented.

All drafts must be coordinated with Federal C:tnd
public and pr-i.vat.e gr-oups for comment.

St~te

c<lgcncies ::J.nd

Final s tat.enent.s are filed t·'ith

the Council on Environrr'ental (;uality "7hich

v!2S

es t.ab'li.sher' b;.' the Act.

No work may begin for 30 days subsequent to the fi Eng of the

The Corp's civil works program has been most
by NEPA.

~;nvironrYiental

dir~ctlyr2ffected

Regulatory activities are now required to reflect environmental

concerns through changes in administrative policy and procdeures.
dredging and

fillin~

All

2ctivities must be authorized by the Corps, and

no other a r;ency can approve this activity.

The Corps must work hand

in hand with the EPA, auth0rized by C0ngress to rrotect the wpter
Quality of the na t.i on t s w'Clt,rs, to insure tha t any wor-k accono l.i shed
meets the requirements of both agencies in pr8serving <ind protecting
t.he nation's environment.
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The 1,la ter resource planning a nd development area of the Corp' 5
civil works pror::ram
drpct~in~

W"S

affected by NEPA.

The federal

n.qvir:~tion

prorram is responsible for maintaining 22,000 miles of inlpnd

H"terways, 3000 miles of intr<'l.coastal channels, 107 commercial ports,
and hOO smaller ports.

All of these activities involve a dredging
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volume of 400 million cubic yrlrds each year • Prior to NEPA, onJy the
funding of such projects presented any problems.

Subsequent to tJEPA,

a new requirement involved the integration of project needs, funding,
and pollution and environmental concerns into the Corp's pl<'l.nning
processes.

The dredging problems which now had to be addressed included:

1) a need for the tot<'l.l environmental ?ssessment of the work

involved and its impacts on surrounding ar-eos ,
2) a rcnuin~ment to consider the best disposal practices both
economic~lly ~nd

environmentally.

3) a need to find some use for the annual 1100 million cubic

yards of spoils other than to fill b;:ys or build mount.qirs
of gravel and sands.
4) a "ne ed to know" the physical and chemical charClcteristics
of the material to better plan dredging activities and
alternatives to dUMping.
5) ,a need to determine equipment and operational techniaues to

be used to make dredging activities environmentally and
economically acceptable.
Congress authorized '$30 million dollars to initiate a research
program called the Dredge M<'l.terial Research Program (hereafter "Dtmp")
to be organized by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterw2ys Experiment
Strltion in Vicksburg, Mississippi.

The objective of this progr-am ha s

been to maximize the beneficial effects and minimize the detrimental
effects of dredging while keeping the costs of dredging and disposal
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operations minimal.
associ~ted

There was.a tremendous need for environmental'data

with dredging, and some of the goals of this program included:

1) determining the environmental impact of open-water disposal

in estuaries
2) determining environmental impacts of upland disposal
3) developing new disDosal techniques
4) analyzing productive uses of dred~ed materials
5) investigrtting multiple-use concepts
6) developing new treatment techniques and equipment to improve
water quality
7) reviewing current methods and equipment and recommending
modifications which might increase efficiency and mitig~te
environmental impacts
This program is due to be completed in 1978.

Since NEPA, many dredging

projects helve been halted completely, modified, or are now under litig;:ltion
bec;:luse of environmental requirements, many of which will not be detprP1ined
until the DMRP publishes its findings.
Since the passage of NEPA, maintenance dredging has increC1sed
in the South Atlantic region, and there has been a
use of hopper dredges.

100%

50% increase in the

Some of the nation's maintenance projects have

not been dredged on an annual basis because of high inflation costs and
because of new and expensive environmental costs.

l'1any projects have

been deferred since environmentally acceptable disposal areas are not
within econoP1ical pumping or barging distances.

The cost of these

environP1ental constraints have been the most significant impact on the
Corps since the passage of NEPA, and until environmental costs abate
or funding constraints are1lifted, it is likely that essential channel
maintenance will continue:to be deferred and have an incre;Jsing C1dverse
impact on the movement of waterborne commerce.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 and Amendments
466 et seq , )

(JJ USC

Generally referred to as the "Water Act," this piece of legislation
placed the rationale for the regulation of our natural resources on the
preservation of water quality.

It is to this law that most of our nation

responds today by setting forth new environmental methodologies. As
the scientific experts in this country become more knowledgable about
the effects of pollution on the water environment, new amendments are
passed.

The latest amendments were published in December 1977.

These

amendments continue to reinforce the objective of the Act which is
stated in Section 101(a): " to restore and maintain the chemical, physical,
and biological integrity of the nation's water.,,9
A number of sections of this Act apply to the dredging and disposal
of spoils.

I will briefly note the various passages so that you, the

reader, can see the comprehensive nature of this law.
Section 101(a) "It is the policy of the U.S. that discharge of pollutants
into navigable waters be eliminated by 1985, ••• that interim water quality
standards be achieved by 198) where possible."
Section 101(b)"It is the policy of the U.S. to recognize, preserve, and
protect the nation's waters. The primary responsibility of the states
is to prevent, reduce, or eliminate pollution of waters. It is the policy
of Congress that the St.at.es ••• implement the Permit pr-ogr-sme under Sections
402 and LL04."
Section 101(d)"The Administrator of the EPA shall administer this Act."
(The EPA has veto power over the use of a disposal site if it can be
determined that such a discharge will have an adverse impact on municipal
water supplies, shellfish beds and fishery areas, Wildlife, or recreational
, areas.)
Section 101 (U "Federal Agencies shall cooperate with the state and local
agencies to develop comprehensive solutions to prevent, reduce, and
eliminate pollution in concert with programs for man.:Jging water resources."
Section 102 "The Administrator shall in cooper8tion with other federal
agencies and state agencies develop programs for reducing and eliminating
water pollution of navigable waters, underground waters, surface and
ground waters. The Corps shall determine the need for reservoir and
s tor-age areas except as to determine water quality. The Administrator of
the EPA shaH determine the water quality aspect a.nd announce this to
Conp:ress. "
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Section 11'5 "The Administr2tor is directed to identify "in place" .
pollutants wi t.h enphas i s on t.oxi c pollutants in harbor-s and nav i gab'Le
waterways, and for the removal, appropriation, and disposal of these
po'l Iut.ant.s , "
(This Section nuts the EPA in control of the disposal of the Corn's
dredged materi~ls.)
Section 313 "Each agency of the Federal Government
resulting iT' the d i schar-ge or runoff of po'l lut.ant.s
and comply with all Federal, State, interstate and
administr<lt.ive authority, and sanctions respecting
<lbatement of water pollution."

engaged in any activity
shall be subject to
local requirements,
the control and

All of Section 400 includes the provisions for permitting and licensing.
Section hOl The Administrator of the EPA authorizes permits to discharge
after application and certification by the EPA. The Secretary of the Army
is given authori t.y to a l.Lo» thp use of disposal are<ls under his jurisdiction
for the purpose of this Section.
Section h02(4) "All permits for discharges into the nava grbl.e \ol",ters
issued pursuant to Section 1) of the River and Harbors Act of 1899 shall
be deemed to be permits under this title and permits issued under this
ti t.Le shall be deemed to be permi, ts under Section i) of the 1R99 Act., ard
shall continue in force and effect for their term unless revoked, modified,
or suspended by provisions of this Act."
Se~tion h02( 5) "No pertm, t for a discharge into the navi.g vbl,e "wters shall
be issued under Section i) of the 1899 Act after the date of enactment of
this title. States, determined by EPA to be capable of administering
permit programs, shall be authorized to issue permits for discharge
into navigable wat.er-s within the jurisdiction of each Sta te ,"
Sectio~ This Section requires the development of ~lidelines for
the disposal of pollutC1nts into territorial se3S, the contiguous zone,
or the oce<lns. "No permit is to be issued where insufficient informc>tion
exists on any proposed discharge with respect to its toxic effects on
human health, the mprine environment, 3nd alternatiYe uses of the ocean."

Section 1-/-04(a) "The Secretary is authorized, after due not.i ce and
opportunity for public heC1rings, to approve the discharp;e of dreor,ed
m~terial into n~vir?ble waters at specified disposal sites.
No later
than 15 days after all Lnf'orrnat.Lon pertaining to a permit a onl i cato on
is received, the public notice shall be published."

1:5

SAction I~Ol~(b) "Subject to subsection (c), each disposal site shall be
specified for each permit request
.
1) through application fOT ~lidelines developed by the Administrator
in conjunction with the Secretary of the Army. The ~lidelines
are to be based on criteria applicable to Section 403(c) on
ocean discharge, and
2) through application of economic impact on navigation and anchoraee
criteria where (1) alone would permit."
Section h04( c)"The Administrator(EPA) is au thor Lz.ed to prohibit specificat.ions
of any defined ClrE"a as '" disposal site, or deny or restrict t.he use of any
defined area for specification as a disposal site when he determines,
after due notice and opportunity for pub'l.i,c hear-i ngs , Bef'ore maki ng
such a determination, the administrator shall consult with the Secretary
of the Army."
(Dredge spoil is de rined, without qual.i.f'Lcato.on , to be a po l lu tent
subject to the provisions of this Act.)
Section I+04(e)"The Secretary of the Army may issue general per:nits on a
State, national, or regional basis if such activities are similar in
nature and cause rmrrima'l adverse imnact on the environment. '\ crencr:·l
permi t sha l I no t be issued for a period of more than 5 ys-rs :~ftr'r the
(hte of issuance and may be revoked if terms of the r-e rru t are v i ol a t.ed ;"
Sectirm )jOL~( g)IIThe Governor of any St.a t.e desiring to a dmi.rri s te r j ts own
individual ;:lnd general permit prop:r;:im for the discharge of dredC':ed or
fill ma t.or-ia L into nav i.zab'Le watE"rs \-li thin its jurisdiction, must f'orward
the State's proposed program ;:lnd leval approval from the Secretary of
State to the EPA AdP1inistrator to assure that the StC1te h8s laws which
provide adeauate Cluthority to c?rry out the proposed progr~m. Co~ments
must be received by EPA and the Dept. of Interior's Secretary acting
under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Secret2ry within 90 day~ and
wi thin 120 days there must be approval or denial of the proposed SVlte
program. If no determination is made within 120 days, the progrom is
deemed approved. If the State violctes the program, the EPA shall
withdraw approval if no cor-rr-ct.ive act.Lon is bken vrithin 90 days, :ond
the Se cr-et.ary of the Corps of Engineers resumes pend t Ls suanco con trol ;"
S0cL~hOL~(i)

authorizes th~t if Federal projects reouire dredge or
fill IT'aterials, thE"y"re not subject to regulation under SecticJ'l, I~Ol~
if an Environmental Imr-ac t St,,-; tement has been pr-epar-ed under m;PA, and
this s ta tomerrt has been subnri tted to Conr;ress before actual da sche rge
of drr-dged material and prior to au t.hor-i za t'i.on of the proiect. nr
appr-opr-La t.ron of funds for the project.
::;ecti_~511l;:J.)"hl)t,hingin t1:!:is Act shall bp. cor-s t.rued rJS ?'fff'et.·nc: 0r
im",qiring t.he nuthor i ty of t.he Secretary of the ;~rMY to ma i rrtn i.n
nt1vir:"tion under the Act of 18')9. Any Pf"~rr'lit issned unde r Sec t.i on L4QL/.
ShAll be conclusive as t() its e~fpct on wt1tE"r Quality or ~ny disch~r~e
resulting from any activity subject to Section 10 of the 1899 Act."
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The Corps, in conjunction wi tr) the EPA, submitted proposed
rep:ul!l.tions in response to Section 404 of the \Jater Act and also in
respnnse to the order of the U.S. District Court for the District of
Columbi.a in JJRDC v. CallavlGY. et a1., (F. Supp , 7ERC 1784(D.D.C.,

Varch 27, 1975)).

In this decision, the definition of nav i gab'Le wo t.er-s

as used by the Corps in its initial r-esncnse to Sec t.i on 1104, published
in Regulations of April 1974, was deemed too rAstrictive for the purpose
of achieving the 1985 water quality goals set forth in the HClter Act.
The Court ordered an expansion of the perrni t pr-ogr-am to include all
wpters of the United States.
The new

for the disposr.l of dredged or fill mrlterial into

~lidelines

all navi.gab'l.e wRters

I"l;)S

published in July of 1CJ75 Hi th a supplemental

revision in September 1975, in the Federal Rpgister~O Described in these
permit regulations is a three-phase program by which the Corps wiTl
gradually expand its authority through 1977.
effective after July 25, 1975, ifucludes
materials into

C02

stal

W?

Phase I of the program,

~scharges

ters and coastal

we t.Lands

of dredged or fill
contiguous to or

ad jacen t to or int.o nav i zab'Le wpters of the U.S. and f'r-eshua t.e r wetlands

contiguous to or Rdjacent to navigable waters.

Phase II, effective

July 1, 1976, includes dischClrges of dredged or fill mClterials into
primary tributaries, and lakes under Corps authority.

PhRse III,

effective July 1, 1977, includes discharges of any dredged or fill
11
materials into any navigClble w<Jter.
In this context, "navigrlble waters" are defined to include all
w

ters including the territorial sea for the disposal of fill mat.er-iaLs
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and excluding the territorial sea for disposal of dredged materials,
and any waters historically, or presently used, or susceptible to use
as a means to transport interstate commerce landward to their high
water mark, and those tidal waters shoreward to their mean high water
mark.

This definition also includes all coastal wetlands, mudflClts,

swamps contiguous or adjacent to navigable waters, rivers, lakes,
streams, artificial channels and canals, freshwater wetlands, any

inter~

state or intrastate lakes, rivers, and streams used by travelers for
recreational purposes or industrial purposes or any waters determined
by the Corps as necessary to regul?te for the protection of water
qua I i, ty as expressed in the Water Act. 12

Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 ~nd Amendments
of January 11, 1977 and November 28, 1977. (PL92-532, 86 Stat. 1052)
The purpose of the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries
Act, often referred to as the Ocean Dumping Act, is to regulate the
transportation for dumping, and the dumping of materials into ocean
waters.

It commits the U.S. on a national basis to the regulation of
dumping all types of materials into ocean
waters and to prevent or strictly limit
the dumping into ocean waters of any material
which would adversely affect human health,
welfare, or amenities, or the marine
environment, ecological systems, or economic
potentialities.
(Section 2(b) of the Act)

Title I is the marine protection section which requires the
Administrator of the-EPA and the Secretary of the Army to establish
permit pror-;rams designed to exclude from the ocean C111 W"lste materials
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that

~i~ht

result in unreasonable degradation or endangerment of

the marine environment or human health.

This involves dredged materials

for the Corps and non-dredged materials for the EPA.

Project approvals

for ocean dumping of dredged material are made by the Secretary of the
Army in accordance with regulatory criteria

established by both the

Administrator of the EPA and the Secretary of the Army. Disagreement
as to compliance with dredged material criteria between the Corps
and the EPA result in overriding veto power by the EPA.

The EPA

Administrator oversees this Act.
The Ocean Dumping Act provides for a case-by-case evaluation of
ocean dumping proposals.

Permit approvals are a reflection of the

belief that no unreasonable degradation will occur, and that the
dumping criteria, which are established by 8 factors in Section 102(a)
of the Act, are satisfied. These considerations include:
1) the need for dumping
2) the effect of dumping on human health and welfare;
economic, esthetic and recreational values.
3) the effect of dumping on fisheries, shellfish ,
plankton, and wildlife resources, shorelines and beaches.
4) the effect of dumping on marihe ecosystems and potential
changes of marine diversity, stability and productivity,
anq population community dynamics.
5) persistence and permanence of the effects of dumping, and
the.particular volumes and concentrations of certain
materials.
6) appropriate methods and locations of disposal or recycling.
7) the effect on alternative ocean uses such as fishing,
scientific study, other living and non-living resource
exploitation.
8) use of areas beyond the Continental Shelf as recommended
disposal sites whenever possi"ble.
The Ocean Dumping Act came into force on April 28, 1973, several days
after the Water Act was signed into law.

Provisions were made so that
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each Act would not interfere with the other.
regulates transportation of

.
materials

The Ocean Dumping Act

to be dumped in the territorial

sea, contiguous zone, or the oceans beyond, or the high seas.

The

Water Act regulates inland waters and marine waters within the outer
limits of the territorial sea.

These two Acts set up a comprehensive

ocean dumping regime for the United States.
On January 11, 1977, the EPA promulgated a final revision of
Regulations and Criteria for the Ocean Dumping Act. 1)Original final
regulations were issued October 15, 1973.

The EPA felt a need to define

in more detail 1) considerations which go into determination of permit
issuance, 2) the regulation of ocean dumping sites, 3) the disposal
of materials, and 4) specific consideration of determining ecological
effects.of ocean dumping.

These regulations went into effect February

10, 1977.
There is emphasis in these new regulations of a more integrated
approach of the EPA with the International Convention on Ocean Dumping
which became effective August 30, 1975.

The matter of emergency permits

and the regulation of certain toxicants in ocean dumped material are
now consistent in both documents.
The Ocean Dumping Act established a need for permitting procedures
to which the EPA and the Corps complied by promulgating Ocean Dumping
Criteria.
procedures.

The regulations issued in 1973 disclosed the following
First, the Administrator of the EPA must consult with the

Corps prior to recommending dumping locations, dumping times, and
methods to be used.

The EPA can issue ocean dumping permits except
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for dredged material disposal which is under Corps Authority.
the Corps must apply EPA

crit~ria

but make an independent

Second,

deter~ination-

after considering the cost effectiveness of ocean dumping versus other
alternatives to dumping.

However, the Secretary of the Army must notify

the EPA prior to issuing permits, and the determination of tile EPA
prevails.

Third, the EPA may grant a waiver to dump, unless there is an

unacceptClble adverse impact. However, dumping will be allowed if there
is no other economically feasible method or site available. Fourth, the
EPA or the Corps requires an applicant for a permit to provide information
necessary for review and evaluation of the permit. This information
includes:
1) tyne of material to be transported for dumping
2) amount of material to be transported for dumping
3) location for transport and the dumping site
4) special provisions considered by the EPA or the Corps
as necessary for monitoring and surveillance of
transportation and dumping
And finally, no state can adopt or enforce any rule relating to any
activity regulated by the Ocean Dumning Act.

A State may propose criteria

for dumping materials into ocean waters within its jurisdiction, and
the EPA may adopt these criteria.
There are five types of ocean dumping permits.
~eneral

First, there are

permits which are issued for small-volume, non-toxic materials.

The applicant must specify the type and quantity of waste to be discharged.
There are no renewals of general permits.
permit is burial at sea.

An example of this type of

Second, special permits can be issued for w3ste

disposal of materials which meet the Ocean Dumping Act criteria but
which are not considered under the general permit category.
permits have a fixed expiration date ( three years

~aximum),

Special
and they
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must specify the exact quantities and locCltion of the proposed dump.
These permits may be renewed.

An example of a special permit

~ight

be

the authorization to dump unpolluted spoils.
A third type of permit is the emergency permit which
after consultation with the Department of

St~te

ma~

be issued

and other officirlls for

m:<terials which pose an unacceptable human health risk and for which
there Cire no other feasible alternatives.

No renewals are made, and

eXaT"ples include the dumping of polluted dredge spoils and hnarc10us
m:lterials.
A fourth category of per[l1it, interim permits, may be issued for
disDOS2l of materials exceeding the esbblished dumping criteria.

It

is the intent to prevent or strictly regulate material disposal vJhich
T'1ight damage tfle marine environment.
the criteria
permi t ,

Naterials identified as exceeding

for trace constituents may be released under this type of

Interim permr ts are issued for one vear and can not be renewed.

However, a new interim perrnit can be issued when a previous permit has
expired.

Examnles of materials dumped under thi. type of permit include

industrial wastes and sewage sludge.
In the January 11, 1977, revision, a significcmt portion of Section
220 deals with interir1 permits.

The Act now rc;-:r]s that interim pe rru t.s

will be gr;onted to permit holders who have exercised "best efforts to
moet the requirements of a special permit by April 23, 1970, Clnd have
i~c,pl(l;mentation

schedules adequate to allow phasing out of ocean dumning

or compliance with the requirements of a Special permit by December 31,lfj81.,,14
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Congress has been impatient with the continued issuance of interim
permits.

EPA believes that five years is sufficient time to develop

appropriate technology and alterna tives to ocean dump i ng,

Ocean dumping

is being phased-out to assure that Section 227 of the Act is not violated,
that is, that there are no adverse environmental effects, esthetic,
recreational, economic or other-use effects on the marine environMent.
The fifth type of permit is called the Rese8rch pemit.
vi~ble

for eighteen months and allow for the scientific

They are

determin~tion

of a waste's impact on the marine environment, provided the merit of
the project outweighs any potential damage which 'right be cr-e- ted by
w?ste release.

An environmental imp"'ct st?teT'lent .rus t be provided,

notice posted, and public

hearings held before research permits are

approved.
Part 227 of the Act, the Criteria for the evaluation of permit
aoplications for the Ocean Dumping of materials was severely criticized
. in its original form

because of vague definitions of toxic contaminants

and vague discrepancies with earlier sections of the Act on the best
alternatives to dumping and the potential harm which might be inflicted
on the marine environment.

After a series of technical workshops, this

environmental section was brought into line with the rest of the Act.
The new criteria have been based on impacts of dumped materials on the
marine ecosystem, as measured by various types of bioassays, rather than
deterrrining toxic effects by chemical analysis of specific constituents
in the waste.

These criteria are now based on actual impact studies

rather than on tests which lead to assumptions regarding a Ll.ownbl.e

2)

deviations from normal ambient values.

The section has been revised

to use liquid, susper.ded particulate, and solid phase bioassays as the
basis for determining trace contaminants.

The bioassay is now required

procedure. Lee et ale have produced an interesting critique of the
bioassay procedures recommended by the EPA and Corps jointly in a
technical document dated July 1977.15 This article forwards the idea
that such bioassay techniques are a simplistic approach to approval or
disapproval of dumping, and also that they are too expensive for industry
to run on a routine basis.

The authors have suggested an alternative

bioassay procedure to the one published in the Federal Register.
Part 227 defines the limiting permissible concentration for each
phase of the bioassay program.

The liquid phase has been associated,

where possible, to the marine w8ter quality criteria

set forth in

1976 by EPA in the Quality Criteria For Water, also known as the "Red
Book." Unfortunately, the authors of the bioassay program neglected to
note that all numbers in this EPA volume are recommended

concentr~tions

for chronic, long-term exposure rather th<?-n an acute 96 hour exposure.
Therefore, these numbers tend to be much lower than they could be for
brief acute exposure.
phase

concentr~tions

Bioassays for solid and suspended particulate
allow for initial dispersion of the waste.

The protocols for these tests may be found in "Ecological
Evaluation of Proposed Discharge of Dredged Haterial into Ocean l,'Jaters,"
published in July 1977.

These procedures were presented for the

evaluation of potential environmenta.l impacts of the discharge of
dredged materials into ocean waters, an evaluation required in considering
per-mi. t appl.Lcat.Lons for the t.r-anspor-ta tLon of dredged material for
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ocpan disposal.

Detailed guidance is provided on sediment and water

sample collection, chenn ca'l analysis of the three phases for bioassay
assessment, estimation of bioaccumulBtion potential, and estimations
of initial mixing zones. The elutriate test, originally designed for
hydraulic dredging, may be required if toxic elements are suspected
but are not evident from bioassay work.
The Environmental Impact Section 227.4, has been revised more
realistically to require "no unacceptable adverse impacts to human
health, the marine environment, or no unacceptable adverse persistant
or permanent effects," rather than the original version which read,
"no adverse effects on the environment, ••• "

Similarly, Section 221

originally required a full description of the material to be dumped,
but the new revision allows for an adequate description of the material
to be dumped with respect to its chemical constituents.
Haterials which the Ocean Dumping Act prohibits disposal of in
the marine environment include:
1) high-level radioactiirewastes
2) radiological, chemical or biological warfare~agents

3) materials not sufficiently described by the applic2nt to

satisfy the Ocean Dumping Act's requirements
4) persistent inert, synthetic or natural materials which
remain in suspension, float or interfere with fishing,
navigation, and other uses of the oce,'1n
5) materials which can not be dumped as other than trace
contaminants include:
a) organohalogen compounds
b) mercury and mercury compounds
c) cadmium and cadmium compounds
d) oil of any kind or in any form
e) known carcinogens, muta~ens, teratogens or those
suspected of being such by the scientific community
(Special studies may be required for this category)
These may be-present only as trace amounts and may not
cause any undesirable effects, such as bioaccumulation,
when tested according to the appropriate bioassay protocol.
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Section 228 states that EPA will designate dredged rnat.er-ia.L
disposal sites and the procedures are described in the January 11, 1977,

F'edr>r.11 Register. The Ocean Dumping Act allows the Corps to use other
sites when EPA desir.:npted sites are not feasible, but both EPA :and'the
Corps must use the same site criteria.

Site criteria include a

deternination of geological, chemical, biological, and physical
structure of the proposed dump site.
~nd sa~pling

Specified times for sampling

procedures for the biological and chemical

explained in detail in this new revision.

par~meters

are
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Permitting Procedures
In July of 1975, regulations for permitting procedures were issued
by.the Corps for activities in navigable waters along the coast
in ocean
waters,

Wo?

terse

dr0d~e-

and

These regulations applied to structures in nav i gab'Le
and fill activities and ocean dumping.

issued in reply to the requirements of the Federal

They were

W~ter

Pollution

Control Act, the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act, and
the Coastal Zone r<anagement Act.

These three Acts supplement the

Corps of Engineers involvement in promoting navigQtion under the
River and Harbors Act of 1899.
On December 26, 1970, Executive Order 1157 4 (35 Federal Register.
19627) established the Refuse Act Permit Program.

Under this program,

the 1899 Act provided the authority to prohibit the discharge of
pollutants into navigable waters without a Corps of Engineers permit.
Since 1973, all discharges must comply with the Water Act's water
quality standards.

The Corps contended that, despite NEPA, it was not

required to prepare Environmental Impact St<1tements for every permit.
The District of Columbia Court

disa~reed

(Kalur v. Resor,335 F. Supp.

l(D.D.C. 1971)), and the Corps refused to issue permits thereafter.
This put pressure on Congress to exempt Corps of Engineer projects from
NEPA requirements.

In 1972, with the passage of the Water Act amendments,

Congress responded by giving pollution permit issuance functions and
ultimate veto power to the

Environment~l

Protection Agency.
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General PoUcies for Evaluating Permit Applications
The decision to issue or rleny a permit is based on an assessment of
th~

probable irrpact on the public interest of proposed dreoi!;ing and

environmental preserv2tion.

A careful

ev~lu8tion

is made based on the

national concern for both protection and utilization of inportant
resources, including those factors of conservRtion, economics, aesthetics,
r:eneral env i r-onmerrt.a L concerns, historic values, fish and ."ildlife,
flood-damage prevention, land-use classifications, navigation, recreation,
elater supply, water quality, and the needs and weLf'ar-e of the public.
No permit is granted unless its issuance is found to be in the public
interest, and no permit will be granted where Federal, State, and/or
local certification has been denied.
The following

gen8r~1

criteria

are considered when evaluating an

application:
1) The extent of the public and private need for the proposed work.
2) The desirability of using appropriate alternative locations and
methods to accomp'l i sh the objective of the proposed work,

3) TIle extent and permanence of the ueneficial and/or cietriiI1enL~'1

ef'f'ect,s that the 1riork riav have on the nub'l i c and private uses
to wh i ch the ar-ea is sui ted.
L~)

The probable Lmpa c t of each proposal in relation to the
cumu]8tive effect crl~ted by othpr existing and anticipated work
in the f,eneral area.
.

Permits are

re~uired

d redp~e spoil disposal

for conmercial sand and gravel dredging Dnd filling,
~I nd

the burLdr ng of piers, w h>rf s , ret;: ining

breakVJ:1 t e r s , laying pipe, cabl.e , and tunnels under and over
111;1

1,\!~, 11 s

n;:J\Tif~:'ble

ters, and the t.r-anspor-t.a tion of dredged ;"Clterial for OCRa n dumping.

,
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Unless there is overriding public interest,

~eneral

approval is given

I'or anplica t.i.ons by r i.par-Lan owners to build piers, moorings, and
platforms for small boats, as long AS there is

no obstruction of the

Haterway and no impact to a neighbor's water, and it is in a safe
location.
Minor work such as bulkheads and fills

which are constructed in

other than navi.gab'Le waters for property protection or work which
involves a discharge of less than one cubic yClrd

per foot and are

less than 500 feet long are exempted from requiring a permit.

However,

a permit might be reouired in such cases because of coastal zone
regulati0ns or because of an alteration in water quality.
Application for a permit is made to the District Engineer in
charge 0f the district where the propof'ed work will be done.

PprPlit

app'Li.cat.i ons must be prepared in accor-dance 1-1i th stp.ndRrd instructions
in "App'Li.cat.i ons for Depar-tment of the Army Permits for Activities in

Wp.terways~18 The application must include a complete description of
the proposed activity, sketches or plans, the lOCAtion, purpose and
intended use of the proposed activity, ond approvals by appropriate
Federal, St;:Jte, interst2te, or local agencies.

If the activity

involves dredging in navigable waters, the application ffiUSt include a
description of the tyne, composition, and quantity of the material to
be dredged, the method of dredging, and the site and plans for disposal
of the dredged materials.

If the activity 5.nvolves t.r-anspor-t.at.i on of

dredrc;ed material for the purpose of dumping it in ocean watprs, the
qua nt.Ltv of mat.er-ial , method of tr!.1l1sportntion, and Locat.ion of disposal
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sites must be included in the application.

A fee of $100.00 is required

for each app1icati0n if the quantity of m?terial to be disch,grged
exceeds 2500 cubic yards.

$10.00 is required for quantities less than

this volume.
If dumping of dredge spoils will be located in the coastal zone of
a

St~te

having a coastal zone management program approved by the

Secretary of

Co~~erce,

the applicant must certify that his activity

cOT"'plies with the St.8te's coast<'ll manav,ement program.

The applic;:;tion

must also corrply with Ocean Dumping Act regulcttions for proposals to
dump in

oce~n

waters.

If the District Engineerbe1ieves that granting a permit is warranted
but also believes that the proposed activity would have a signific0nt
il~pact

on the environment, an Environmental Impact Statement must be

prepared prior to final action on the permit application as required
by Section 102(2) (c) of HEPA.

Information which mus t be submr tted by

the aDplicant includes environmental data, selection of alternate
sites and methods of dumping, and analyses of the materials to be discharv,ed.
Standard Procedures for Processing Applications for Permits
The District Engineer reviews all applications for cornpleteness
and design and issues a public notice within 15 days of receipt of an,
applicption.

For a period of 30 days, comments may be submitted on

the app'Li cat.Lon ,

During this period, the District Engineer must

determine whether or not an Envjr-onment.a'l Ercpac t St.at.ement, is required.
If he finds that there will be no adverse irnpact on the environment, he
must publish his conclusions to this effect in a public notice.

He may
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also change his mind about this, in which case, he must reissue a public
notice to the effect that an imp;lct statement is required.

If an impact

stJtement is initially found to be required, a notice is published to
this effect and distributed to all known individuals,

a~encies,

and

interest groups.
The District Engineer may hold a public meeting to give affected
parties an opportunity to express their views and to develop pertinent
data to further evaluate the application.

The District Engineer

~

hold a public meeting when requested by any party who may be affected
by the proposed 2.ctivity if it involves the disposal of dredged materials

if the reouest presents substantial issues of public interest.
day advanced notice is issued to the public.
been required, it must be completed
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If an impact st<1tement has

15 days prior to the meeting and

made ava i.LabLe for public review at that time.
After the hearing, a oeriod of 10 days is al1ol-Jed for additional
commerrt ,

After this time, the hearing record which includes a coropl ete

tr~cript

of the hearing is considered closed.

then evaluates all

co~ments

The District Engineer

received, the transcript, and may consult

during this time with Federal Agency experts on the application.
then reaches a decision to approve or deny the permit.

He

This decision

appears on a monthly list of permits which have been acted upon.
The originally proposed time period for all of these procedures to be
cnmo1eted was 60-90 days from receipt of app1ic2tion to gr8nting of a
perTTJit.

The realistic time period is often longer than one year.

Since controversial cases are decided in the Corps Office in Wrishington,
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D.C., permit approval may tAke

sev~ral

years.

Emergency and special permit activities require an abbreviated
procedure to assure quick and timely action.

In such cases, the

District Engineer consults with the Secretary of the

A~T

in

W~shington,

D.C., prtor to issuing instructions.
While it is appropriate to obtain local and State approvals before
applying to the Corps for a permit, applications for both may be processed
simult::lneously, but the Corps will not issue a final judgement until
the local or State agencies

approve or deny the permit application.

If the local or State agencies deny the permit, the applicant is given
90 days to resolve the problem.

If the State or local agency denies the

permit a second time, the Corps will also deny permit approval.
With the exception of maintenance dredging, all works constructed
under a Corps permit must be maintained in good condition, and no
further aut.hor-i.z.at.i.on is required for routine maintenance.
renovations to such structures must be authorized.

I',ajor

Permits for works

requiring periodic maintenance dredging may be authorized for a
specified period not to exceed 10 years.
Enforcement of violations involve a cease and desist notice to the
pertinent parties.

If this fails, the District Engineer may request an

appropriate restraining order from the appropriAte U.S. District
Attorney.

The District Engineer commences an investig;1tion.

Legal

action is Lmmedi.at.e Iy initiated for all unauthorized structures or
dredging operations according to the River and Harbors Act, Section 10.
The District Engineer must also refer to the U.S. Attorney any violCltions

)2

of Section 404 of the Water Act where unauthorized disposal of dredged
material has occurred in navigable waters.

Such violations require the

District Engineer to determine whether civil and/or criminal penalties
are appropri;1te.
All of the above procedures are required for dredging projects.
There is a State permit authorization procedure which differs with
each State but generally corresponds to the Corps procedure.

The

permit procedures for the southern New England States of Connecticut,
Rhode Island, and Massachusetts are explained in a following Chapter.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Dredges
Boyd

~

ale published, in 1972, the first of a series of articles

and documents which described the dredging industry in the United States,
examined dredging and filling methodologies, and focused on the
potential environmental effects
With this report, the Dredged

which might result from

Mate~ial

these activities.

Research Program got underway

in the Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment

St~tion

Laboratories

in Vicksburg, Mississippi.
To demonstrate the tremendous problem of dredge spoil volume in the
United States, Boyd compiled some statistics.

For example, maintenance

dredging and new dredging accounted for 280 million cubic yards of
dredge spoils in 1972 for a total cost of $150 million dollars. 1

Lee

stated that 400 million cubic yards of sediment must be dredged each
year to maintain desired navigation depths.
weight, the most significant class
From

a

2

Dredge spoil is, "by

material disposed in the oceans.

1968 to 1973, tonnage of dredged spoils was approximately five

times the tonnage of all other dumped wastes combined.
quality measurements, over

Based on water

13 million tons, or 34% of all dredged

spoils, were considered polluted in

1973.,,3

Furthermore, the control of polluted dredged spoil
"is made difficult by the unavailability of adequate
records of amounts and locations as well as imprecise
specification of which disposal operations are
t.abu Lat.ed , If the total amount and the amount of
polluted dredge spoil are not known , it will continue
to be difficult to derive a fair estimate of the effects
of dredging disnosal oper-at.i.ons , The amounts of
dredgi.ng and resultant d'i sposa L shou Ld be clearly tabulated
••• and include the type of material, the oper-o tor-, the
t,
amount removed, and the amounts placed to specific areas."

)4

Current Dredging Equipment and Practices
There are two basic categories of dredges: the mechanical and the
hydraulic dredge.

The diagram in

Fi~re

1 indicates the different

kinds of dredges within each of these categories.

5

i'iechanical dredges, usually mounted on b<Jrges, look like dry land
excavation machines.

They are used in areas where the substrate is

rocky and the area to be dredged is quite small or localized.

The

spoils are deposited on barges and taken to ocean or land disposal sites.
This category of dredge creates few environmental concerns since inter8ction of the sediments with the water column is minimal, and there is
li'ttle turbidity and little chance for trace metals and other
contaminants to become suspended in the water.

This category of dredGe

requires less energy for its operation, and hence, is more economical
in terms of overal;J. dredging costs.

6 Unfortunately, this type of dredge

is slower to complete its job than the hydraulic counterpart, and
accounts for approximately 4 million cubic yc:rds of mrtintenance dredr:ing
each year.

7

Barged spoils CCin be dumped in several ways.

In some cases, the

barp;e has bottom doors which can be opened when the barge has reached
the dumpsi te, and the spoil is quickly dumped below.

On on-deck barges,

spoil can be mechanically pushed over the side or washed overboard with
high pressure water jets.
Hydraulic, or pump dredges, mix large volumes of water with sediments.
This fluidized slurry is then pumped away as a sludge.

Tbis type of

dredge procedure results in the discharge of large volumes of water

(

(

(

Types of Dredges

Figure 1

DREDGE TYPES
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PEEL

HOPPER

PIPELINE

SIDECASTER

PLAIN
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CUTTERHEAD

DUSTPAN

~
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which have been in contact with the sediments and may be polluted by
materials which have adsorbed onto the soil particles.
of hydraulic dredges can be disposed of in several

The spoils

w~ys.

They can be

collected in large sedimentation tanks aboard a hopper dredge and then
dumped offshore.

Pipeline dredp:ing methods require t.ha t tl-je sediment

slurry be pumped like a vacuum cleaner or snow-blower and pUMped from
the site of dredging directly to a nearby diked area.

Spoils are then

allowed to concentrate as the water leaches out of the spoil.

This

process is called dewatering.
Hydraulic pipeline dredges account for 70%, or approximately 206
million cubic yards of maintenance dredging each

ye~r.

8 All dustpan

types of dredges are owned by the Corps and are used for channel
dredging of unconsolidated materials.

Discharges are directed back

into the water, outside the navig:·tion channels, by floating pipelines.
Cutterhead dredges are used for maintenance dredging and for new work
projects.

They can pick up consolidated and unconsolidated materials.

DisDosal for both cutterheads and dustpans are continuous and
s i.muLtaneous with dredging operations.
found close to the dredging areas.

Consequently, sn-xi.Ls are usua l.Ly

'l-Jhen the s l.ur-r-i.es var-e d i schar-ged ,

without treatment by pipeline, they may be dischare;ed into the Hater or
sprayed out over a large area, or even under the water.
Hopper dr-edges are chiefly used in l'",aintenance dredr;ing and a r e
involved in the removal of approximately 70 r'd l1ion cubic yar-ds of
spoils each year. 9

Si~ilar in some respects to pipeline drpdres, tile

" dredge operates by rcovrng continuously, col Lec t i ng the spo i Ls
hopper
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in "hopper-s" or containers in the b:"'rge.

:,Jhen the hopper-s are

f1 111 ,

the barg8 travels to an open water site, opens the bottom doors, and
Approximately 8000 cubic

releases the spoils to the water column.

yards can be released at anyone time f'r-on a hopper dr-edge ,

Occa s i ona lLy ,

spoils may be discharGed at the dredgine; site when a method CiJlled
"overflmoJing" is used.

This is a procedure for concent.rat.i ng the

solids in the hopper by overflowing to the river or harbor waters
any water that might flow into troughs Loca t.ed a t the top of the hooper s.,
This is analagous to a landside dewatering procedure in a diked arpa
despite its floating and migratory habit.
Sidec?ster dr-edges are used for the removal of approximately one
rillion cubic yarns of rraterial each year.

This type of dredp:e is

used primarily for maintenance dredging in the Gulf and East Coast
"'Taters. 10

These dredges operate while nov i ng also, but they d i schar-ge

their spoils simultaneously with dredging operCltions to tht-' side of the
navir-;."ti')O channel or

o~to

beaches for beach nour-i shmont. nrojects.

liydr-au Li.c dredges have been n ore frpc111ently used because

faster and accomplish the job quickly.
p0tential threat to the environment.

t~e;

2~'e

Hoveve r , they are more d' a
Pumping methods allow 100-3 00%

more contact of slurry \ITa tel' with potentially contaminated so i l s , 11
In add.ition, material disposed of hydraulically is put on top of the
original bottom of an estuary or nther area, and this r-e su l ts in t.ho
r0rr'l;:1tion of large mounds of soil several feet wide f'or thp;l\Ure
length of the

~v8terway.

This r es tr-i ct.s boa t.i nr;

tr~ffic,

reduces Welter

c i r cu Lat i on , may alter sr1 1 i n i t y , and cause insidious ef'f'e c t.s on r-ar i ne

)8

and aquatic communities.

The hydr-eu l i.c dredge is most econor-i.ca.L to

a user when it C;:ln dump its spoil nearby to the actual dredting site.
H0wever, in the PClst few yeo.rs, the environmental problems of such
disposal methods in inshore areas has resulted in ever

incre~sing

restrictions on dumpi ng , and there has been a trend towards hauling
spoils greAter distances to dump in open waters.

This has had the

gre: 1 t e s t economi.ca'l impact on us i ng hydraulic dredges because it reduces
their potential productive'capability.
The Future Modifisations of Dredge Equipment
The dredging industry is concerned about environmental impacts
caused by dredging activities.

The industry has sought to

envi.r-onrnent.a.L damage through equipment modification.

miti~Mte

vJnile this

discussi0n is not an in-depth, technical analysis of the eC1uipment
used in dredging operations, some of the'methods presently being used
and some of the l'Jethods considered for future dredging operations
whi ch minimally impact the environment have been investigated for this
paper.

They include the following types of equipment:

1) The impeller cutterheMd dredge- This type of dredge has a cuttcrhead
design where the blades act as an impeller. This tyoe of drede:e is
useful for transporting soft materials. 'l'hi s tyee of dredge results
in a f~rp·'tpr concent rv: t.i on of solids, reduced turbidity in surrounding
w~ters, and yields greater output.
2) The svn ve L cut.t.arhcad-, This type of dredge results in reduced turbidity
and greater output.

3) Automated ladder swing- Because this ladder is automated, there is a
reduction in production costs. Environmeptally, this l?dder does
not disturb sediments on the bottom, thus, nearby benthic communities
are spared turbidity problems.
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it) The Hud-Cat- Equiped with two bor-i.z.ont.a L cuttine;-screv.rs, this sm211

dredge can remove soft materials such as mud, silt, and plants with
a mini~um of turbidity.
walkin~ dredge, are Quite versatile. The
walking dredr;e is mobile and it can also put down legs into the w;:;ter.
A walking drpdpe can have either a suction pipeline design or a
swivel-head design. It has proven to be effective in minimizing
the environmental effects of dredging.

5) Special dredr:;es such as the

6) A Closure Attachment for the Clamshell dredge- This hydraulic closing
device is used to eliminate the upw3rd pull when the jaws of the
clamshell are closed (the normal operation). This attachment reduces
bottom disturbances and turbidity and allows for larger volumes of
materials to be dredged.

7) Endless chain or the Ladder-bucket Dredg:e- This type of dredge is used
more in Eurone t.han in the United States. This mechanical dredge does not
dilute the bottom material as much as a hydraulic dredge. It requires
less power for operation than another type of drec"lge, it requires a
smaller disposal area, and it is more adaptable to long distance
transport.
8) Short-range electronic equiprnent such as r-adar , sonar , .md transponders,
are being used for accur-a te control of all phases of dredging oper-o t.i ons ,
q) Chemical lubricants are being experimented with to reduce friction and

incr".'"1se solids concentration by as much as 15%. However, the
environmental impact of these chemicals is unknown.
10) The 1984 Dredge proposed by Jantzen Engineering Conpany- This dredge
is a modified conventional shallow water dredge. The hull has been
altered and the ladder lengthened so the dredge C2n oper~te in 110
feet of water with a crew of only tvJO persons. The dredge includes
a conventional pumping system but it dt2s deeper and in rougher water.
It would be suit'lble for ocean mining.
This design posit1.vely
addres~es the five problems currently facing the drede;ing industry:
a) environmental restricti0ns
b) the ener~y crisis
c) development of ocean I'1ining
d) long-distance pumping through the water column to deeper
depths
e) deeper digging

rvrany engineering related steps can be taken to irnprove dredging
operations.

Different types of dredges can be modified by running them

more slowly, adding shields, positioning the dredges more accurately, or
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automating the operation for greater
environmental risk.

econo~ic

efficiency and reduced

The non-technical aspects of a social and economic

nature can be changed to improve efficiency and reduce environmental
risk.

For instance, a change in methr)d of payment from "quantity

produced" criteria to payment on the basis of care and accuracy, better
inspection and enforcement methods, and better personnel training will
help to resolve economic and environmental conflicts.

But there will

be more on this subject later in the economic and social impact sections
of this paper.
Prnsent Disnosal IJIeth0ds and Eguipment
During the past few

ye~rs

to discharge dredged materials.

there have been several

tr~ditional

These ways have not always

sound, and they are discussed in the next section.

~een

ways

environmentally

However, the

equipment used for disposal has been under modification, and I will
briefly mention present disposal practices and future disposal methods.
Present methods and equipment
1) Pipeline dredges discharge material to the side of the channel being
worked on or into a confined or unconfined disposal area. Too much
water comes in contact with soil particles using this method.
2) Hopper dredges and scows discharge by overflow, bottom-dump, or
pump-out. The first is not environmentally desirable for reasons
mentioned earlier. The second method is economically efficient
and near-shore dumpsites are generally used. The third method
is best environmentally because diked areas can be designated and
prepared for dredged materials.

3) Silt curtains-are vertical plastic screens which prevent the spread
of suspended particles in the water column.
in calm waters with most efficiency.

They can be used only
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Future f'Jethorls and Equipment
1) Bubble barriers- These pneumatic bubble screens crelte a barrier
to floating or suspended materials. They are excellent in areas of
low currents. They need a large power source for bubble generation.
This method needs further testing.
2) Long distance pipeline transport- This method requires a large initial

investment for pipe, and the system is inflexible. Feasibility for
use depends upon location, type of material to be transported,
eXisting facilities and equipment. Types of disposal sites include
abandoned strip mine areas and open ocean sites.
)) Road and rail transport of dewatered or concentrrited spoils involves
high costs and requires dewatering sites and appropriate equipment.

h) Practices for the future include better monitoring and enforcement
at disposal sites, better accuracy of disposal within the recommended
location, and better spill controls.

5) Better treatment of spoils by aeration and chemical additions are
needed to mitig2te trace metal contamination, reduce anaerobic
conditions at the spoil dumpsite, and to stabilize highly organic
dredged materials.

6) Better knowledge of disposal treatments such as flocculation hydrocyclones which separate liquids from solids, vacuum filters, aeration,
incineration, and other methods are needed which can transform the
dredged spoils to a less environmentally h~rmful form. 1)
Combinations of the above methods have been suggested as viable
methods for the future.

They depend on the pol Iu tion status of the

spoil and the physical and chemical characteristics of the dredged
material as to selection of the appropriate method which is most
cost-effective.
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Problems facing the Dredging Industry today
The five problems currently plaguing the dredging industry include
environment::ll restrictions, enp.rgy crises, the development of ocean
mining, long distance pumping, and deeper diggirg.

Of particular

import8nce to the latter three problems is the needed modific?tion for
dredges to have gre.<'1ter stability and greater integrity between the
site of dredging and that of disposal.

Sugges t i.ons for dr-edge improvements

will probably come from the oil industry and the designs from the
semisubmersible rigs which have great stability and the platform rig
which is similar to the

II

jaCk-up" rig, also quite stable.

crucial problem is the pipeline by which the dredged
picked up and disnosed of.

Tl1€ mor-e

rnC1te~ials :"re

The structural integrity of such a rig

must be maintained ll and it rrrust be able to stand up to tremendous
open-ocean wave action.

Flexible floating pipelines must be used

in these situati0ns. 14
The environmental problems effect the economic aspect of the
dredging business.

Since NEPA, there has been a slowdown of federal

maintenance projects,15 and the visible effect on business is reduced
profits and idle equipment.

At anyone point in time, approximately,

25-50% of U.S. private equipment is idle. 16

This is the result of

rAduced new work and competition between private and government
equipment for those projects which do exist.

It appears that the

best customer is also the chief competitor I
Between 1963 and 1970, there was a decline in new work projects
and a reduction of $38 million dollars in government spending on
dredging projects.

But, in that period, government equipment received

an increase of frofll 20'% to 38'% of available funds.
~.79

In 1970, approxil1'ately

million dollars of funds for dredging projects were available.

4)

During this period, actual private work declined, and there was a shift
to government equipment, that is, Corps equipment, to accomplish
the work. 1?
IncreClsed, and often unrealistic, emotionalism about environr1ental
C0nCerns has helped reduce dredging operations over the past decade.
And still another problem which creates idle equipment is an incre2sed
usage of foreign companies to do U.S. work. 18
Opportunities to increase productivity in the dredging industry
include projects such as superports, inland waterway and port development, beach and shoreline restoration, protection, and creation.

In

addition, projects such as offshore airports, ocean mining, and
development of artificial islands would ease the economic problems
in this industry.

A potentially large future market exists for the

dredging industry.

Although the news media exploits the negative

aspects of dr 0dging, there are some extremely constructive uses for
c:lr8or;erl spoils, and these will be explored later in this section.
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Dredged Vaterial Disposal
Section 123(i) of the 1970 River and Harbors Act authorized the
Corps of Engineers to initiate a comprehensive nationwide study lito
provide through research, more definitive inform;.;tion on the environmental
impact of dredging and dredged material disposal operations and to develop
technic;:111y satisfactory, environmentally compatible and economically
feasible dr ed-ti ng and disposal alternatives" 19•

This four-phase pr-ozr-arn

includes: 1) problem Ldent.Lf'a cat.i.on and assessment, 2) development of
a research program, 3) accomp'l i shmerrt of needed r-esear-ch , and Lj) field
evaluation of new or improved disposal practices.
were

co~pleted

The first two phases

in 1972, and phase three will be conpleted in 1Q78.

There are seven

major reseClrch programs underway at the Corps of

Engineers 1-J."l.terways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, l;ississippi, which
constitute phase three of this program. This

co~prehensive progr~m

includes:
1) Environmental impacts and criteria development in aquatic disposal:
A) Evaluation of disnosal sites
B) Fa te of dredged JTi~terials discharged into rlifferent hydr-au li,c
regiT'les
C) Effects of drprlging and di sposa L on "later quaLIty (both short
and long-term effects)
D) Effects of dredging and disposal on aquatiC organisms (both
direct and indirect effects)
E) Pollution evaluation 2nd the development of techniques to
determine pollution properties of dr-edged material on a regional
basis.
2) The Environ~ental aspects and impacts of land dis0osal:
A) Env'ironnen taL impact studies, i.e, the identific,.,tion, eva] 11,'" tinn,
and moni.toring of shnrt-term and long-term effects of confined
and unconfined land disposal
B) }'l,grsh disposal research, i.e, the biological, ecological, vJRt.er
quality, and other problems relating to confined and unconfined
disposal on marsh or other wetlands

c) C0ntainment area oper~tion respnrch, or, the development of

new methods for the oper;:,tion Dnd manageT'lent of confined
disposal areas.
" 3) New Disposal concepts which include:
A) Open water disposal research, or, the envjr-onmerrto Lj'econo-m c

factors involved in deepwot.er' d i spo saL
B) Enl and disposal research which includes tl;8 eva luv t i on of new
disposal possibilities suhh ~s utilizing abandoned mines and
pits, long-distance transport to large inland disposal facilities,
and 0ther land-use concepts.
C) Coastal erosion control studies which expands dredp;ed ri!.-,teT'ial
use for beach nourishment and development of marsh erosion and
subsidence c0ntrol concepts.
4)Reuse of dredged ma te r i a'Ls in productive ways
A) Artificial habitat creation r es car-ch- t~lis inc1uc1es t118 devel.onmcnt.,
t,'sting, and evaluation of mar-sh creation and Lr land Ivbi +;-:ts.
B) Habit'4t enhancement rese:orch- an. investiGation of the feasi.h'L1ity
of enhancing land and water habitats for sports and comner-ci a'I
fisheries.
C) Land improvement research- the development or enhancement of
land for agriculture
D) Products reseClrch- the technical/economic aspects of marketing
dredged spoils
5) Dr sposa'L area reuse and multiple utilization progr-ams

A) Dredged material drainage/Quality improvement reseorch- an
Lnves td.gat.i on of in-place improvement t.echrri.que s using phvs i ca L
and C118"lica1 and biological methods
B) Wildlife hpbi t.a t program studies- the study of muLt.i pLe-u t.i.Io.z at'i ou
concepts for confined disposal area.
C) Disposal area reuse r-esear-ch- studying the procedures wrrich
permit the rerloval of material from containment areas for
IRndfill or other uses
D) DisnOSR.l area subsequent use research- the study of technical/
economic aspect.s of the development of disposal are'::1S as l;:mdfill
sites, and the development of recreation oriented and other publici
priv;Jte land-use concepts
E) Disposal area enhancernen t-, the evaluation of methods to improve
the appearance and public acceptance of disposal areas through
lrtndscaping and related activities.
6) Dredged material t.r-eatmerrt techniques and equipment progr-ams

A) Dredged material dewC'ltering and related rese8rch using chemical
and mechanical densifying techniques
B) Pollutant constituent removal rese<1Tch which includes the evaluation
of physical, chemical, biological methods such as aeration,
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inciner,qtion, 8nd coagulatinn for the removal and recycling of
dredged material cnnstituents
C) Turbidity control r0s"drch- studying the nature and conseCJuences
of turbidity and the development of physical or chemical control
methods for their employment in dredging and disposal activities.

7) Dredging and disposal equipment and technic:ues
A) Investigation of dredge equipment mod'if'Lcs t.i ona and improvements
and operational improvements to reduce environmental iMpacts
B) Development and application of disposal oper8tinn equipment
such as barriers and bubble barriers to control turbidity and
related problems
C) Drrdr:ed yn;:>terial transport concept research- an assessr.lent 0f
the technical and e conornic applicabi1i ty of pipeline and
vehicle transport concepts, particularly in reGard to new
disposal concepts. 20
Over 150 projects are currently underway to evaluate these seven
r-eaear-ch areas, and there is coordination be tween the Corps and the Feder-al
government, private, and academic laboratories to carry out the Rese0rch
phase nf the Dredged Baterial Research Program.

After completion of the

fourth phase of this program where prototype tests of new eljuipment and
disposal techniques are developed, there will be a new national policy
with respect to dredging and disposal operations.
Prior to the creation of this Dredged Material Research Program,
dredged spoils were disposed of in the following places: ~ open-uat.er
disposal which consisted of freshwater disposal (almost totally confined
to rivers) and saltwater disposal which WdS limited pr-Ln.ar i l y to the
coastal zone, intracoastal vmtErwa.ys, and estuarle~; b) land disposal
consisted of disposal in artificially confined areas or dikes, in upland
areas which might have been partially confined, on marshes or other
wetlands which were completely unconfined, to aid in beach nourishment,22
or in containment areas or settling ponds 23.
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Due, in part, to the Dredged f';aterial Research Program, there are
today nine possible methods for dredged material disposaL

Some of these

methods ar e present disposal techniques modified to reduce environmental
imnact, and some are new concepts in dredged spoil disposal.
cowprise three major categories of disposal

They

and' include:

A. Land Disposal
1) land disposal (coastal, lowland, or upland disposal)
2) containerized disposal
3) marketing dredged disposal as a product
4) other methods (capping sanitClry landfills, road development;
construction fill, etc.)
5) beach nourishment and erosion control
B. Artificial Habitat Creation
6) island creation
7) shoal creation
8) marsh creation
C. Open Ocean Disposal
9) Deepwater disposal

Land Disposal
Land disposal includes any dredp:ed TTl3terial that is placed in any
quantity by any type of dredge in either a confined (naturally or
artificially) or unconfined state on upland areas, coastal areas such
as wetlands, or marshes and other lowland areas.
Historically, the major number of land disposal activities of an
unconfined nature h2ve been in marshes and in open w:Jters.

Disposal in

confined areas or containment areas is a fairly new concept.

Until the

1940's, most confined disposal areas were located near urban centers or
congested areas to prevent the spread of spoil onto adjacent property.
The increase in containment area construction in the lpst few decades is
directly related to current concern over environmental

i~pact

on water
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quality.

Host of the dredged spoils used in containment areas are fine-

grained soils such as clays and muds, which have a particular affinity
to adsorb and retain pollutants.
Some of the problems associated with containment areas is finding
suitable sites for confined land disposal.
condition will not improve in the future.

They are scarce, and
The

Corp~

t~is

Dredged Material

Reserr-ch Program has attempted to resolve this problem indirectly by
finding new uses for spoil, by revitalizing disposal areas, by reducing
environmental damage caused by land disposal, and by trying to
confined spoil area more visually

~ake

attr~ctive.

Some containment areas are artificially closed natural depressions,
but r:1ost are Clrtificially diked facilities on almost flat ground.

A

bulkhead or dike is a characteristic feature of containment areas.
Nearly all containment areas have spillways for water runoff and some
have settling basins.

They range in size from the large Craney Island

disposal area in Vireinia which totals 2500 acres, to very small
impoundments.

Some containment areas are built for a single project,

others are built for multiple uses with life-expectancies of 100 years.
Containment areas are economical in that they reduce maintenance
dredging volumes by reducing the return of spoils to the channel areas.
Over time, this saves in dredging costs.

This cost saving is somewhat

nertated by the fact that 1) initial construction of these facilities
often destroys wildlife habitats, and 2) few containment areas are well
constructed.

Most dikes are low budget construction jobs and often

do not even perform their intended function of containing spoils effectively.24
'",---,

Containment area

~~.blems

ha.e,in the past, been the result of faulty

engineering and ignorance of subsurface conditions such as poor foundation
sorls which ultimately affect the engineering of the bulkheads.

As a

result, dikes have failed by sinking, spreading, allowing uncontrolled
seepage, and erosion near the bulkheads.
environmental
redredging.
tre~t

degr~dation

Dike failures result in

and high costs for repair maintenance and

Research is needed to improve dike construction and to

dredged material within these contained areas to promote

consolidation of the materials through better drainage methods.

The

latter depends on the intended subsequent use of the spoil or the spoil
area.

If the area is to be redeveloped, efforts must be made to imnrove

soil conditions.

Methods used for better drainage include ditching,

vacuum wells, electro-osmosis, desiccation, and ground surf~ce drains 25•
If the consolidated spoils are heavily poDuted, additional treatrrent
methods may be used to reduce this problem by utilizing chemical
coagulants like alum, iron salts, or polyelectrolytes

26

•

Uses of land disposal sites and consolidated dredged spoil
The potential for multiple use of containment areas is now recognized.
Prior to the era of environmental concern, most land disposal sites were
recla.imed for building development such as residential housing, commercial,
and industrial sites.

Today, hovrever , these areas CRn be r-ecl.o med arid

made suitable as wildlife

habit~ts

and hunting areas.

Are~s

can be re-

claimed for development into urbDn recreational areas.
Dr. Stephen Skjei at the University of Virginia, has been studying
.solutions to the problems of disposing of dredged material and satisfying
demands for recr"'ational facilities in urban areas.

He has developed
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criteria

for recreational uses based on the type of dredged material

a.vailable, the intended 10cCltion

and use of the area, the costs of the

project, and environmental quality objectives.

The economic desirability

is based on the population concentration'in the area and the climate.
In regions such as the Southwest, recreational boating or swimming
could occur year-round and benefit a great number of people.

A project

might be more f'cas i.b'Le under such conditions than in the Nor-theos t wher-e
summer activities are limited to a few lrlonths of the year.
The Corps can sponsor projects for recreational areas because of
their lega.l authority to control the uses of confined disposal areas
under the River and Harbors Act of 1899 and 1970, the Federal 1:Jatnr
Pollution Control Act of 1972, the Coastal Zone

~;anagement

Act of 1972,

the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Control Act.
Skjei's conclusions are that the use of dredged material for urban
recreatirmal areas is particularly promising becCluse 70% of the popnlation
and
in the U.S. lives in urban areas,/because substantial volumes of dredp:ed
material are generated annually in urban areas to maintain and improve
navigable

w~ters.

Skjei found that larger parks are r.or-e economical

to "build" than smaller sites, and he found that larr,er sites seem to
encounter f'ewer legal and political problems.

The one disadvantage to

a larger site is that a longer period of tirr,e is needed to fill, settle,
and otherwi se prepare the area for recreational use. 27
It is technically and economically feasible to transfer contained,
slurried dredged materials by pipeline over long d i s t.ances ,

It is
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realistic to propose abandoned strip 171ines as disposal s i t.es for
contaninated dredred materials although the unit cost is hi[2;her than
pre~ent

disposal procedures.

Geographic availability of sites is the

most significant rr-s tr i c taon to this method of disposal.

Because of

shallow a.quifers in the Gulf and Atlantic coast area s , pits and mine
disposal might create groundwater contamination, although the Gre;;t
Lakes area is considered an excellent site for this type of disposal.
Disposal of dredged spoils (clean spoils) over agricultural lands
ha s been under investigp tion at Rutgers Universi ty in

t~ew

Jersey.

Some

conclusions drawn from r(>search there include: 1) definite beneficial
effects have been demonstrated and yields from whe8t, corn, and other
crops were incre?sed up to 100% over original soils; 2) up to 200 tons
per acre of dredged spoils could be applied effectively to orip;in;ll
soils; 3) soil characteristics included better percolation, aer-s t.i on ,
textural ch2racteristics, better water retention, and higher organic
con tent., 28

Another use of contained dredred spoil is its marketability as a
product, to be bought and sold as a commodity for such purposes as
sanitary landfill capping, improvenent to road beds and higb,;,:>:! 3].;o111ders,
construction site fill, or for such future uses as r:=."VIl nl':Jteria15 for
building bricks and other building materials, and as soil supplements
w~ich

were discussed above.

Wakeford and MacDonald's extensive report

for the Dredp:ed t'latf'rial Resear-ch Program on the legal, policy, and
insti tutional cons tr'a.i nt.s associated with dred.-;ed material mar-ke t.i ng and
land enhancement has recommended the three most fe8sible ways to 1'lJ::>rket
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this matcr-i a l ; 1) reclamation of sand, gravel, and other mat.er-La Ls
such

2S

she] Is with commercial value; 2) sale or donat.i.on of materiol

18 ndfill for private or public developments; and 3) sale, or

!.

;IS

ore likely,

dona t ion of rcat er i a'l to public agencies for use in crp.;:,ting new

recr~cttonal land, wildlife refuges, marshes, etc. 29
The sale of dredged n.at.erra l can partial1y offset dre'iging costs
to the extent that income ll'ight exceed processing and transporbtion
costs.

This marketing approach also seems feasible, because new uses for

spoils must be found.

It is estimated that 7000 acres of

required each ;'c::Jr to confine newly dredged L/aierials

J O•

nC'"J

land .rre

Costs and land

requirements will increase over time and available sites will eventually
become exhausted.
Increased shoreline erosion hps become a significant problem in the
United St,1tes.

Twenty-five percent of the 82,2 L10 miles of national

shoreline is experiencing erosion, some at critical leveJs.)l Beach
nour-i shnerrt consists of replenishing the coarse-grdined .'wrlirr,e:lts MIone
the inner shelf zone t.hr-ough a r t.i f i cr a L fill with dredged, c leo n 2?ncl..
Bec~use

erosion is seldom prevented,

t~is

is a recurring, periodic

~ctivity

to prevent further and extensive darnRr;e to prpsent Lsaches •

•

Historical beach nnurishment consisted of sand hauled from Land sources
or dredr;ed from nearby estuaries 2nd bays.

Supplies I)f clean sand are

becoming scar-ce in 'the se areas as well as mor-e expensive, and there has
been evidence that sand removal from estuarine areas created ecological
problems.

The Inner Continental Shelf Sediment and Structure Program

(ICONS) has, since 1964, located and surveyed exploitable resources for
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fublre

bc~ch

nourishment activities along the Atlantic coast.

It is

r-c-asonab'l.e to assume that offshore sr.nd cxploi btirlO wi11 be-cone a
significant activity in the future.

Dredging mat.er-ia'l from tidal inlets

and outer sandbar channel s, particularly in the

~:iddle

Atlantic States,

have provided a principle or sole source of nat.er-i.aL fnr some beach
nourishment projects.

It is a readily available resource and costs

much less than offshore or landw3rd operations.

IIIn view of declining

resources, accelerating erosion, and increasing exploitation and
placement costs, it can onJy be concluded that optimum util1zation must
be made of dr-edged spoils for beach

nour-i shmerrt purposes. ,,32

Shoaling is a condition caused by the introduction, through erosion
by streams and ba.nks, drainage outfalls, industrial discharges, and
dredged sediments, which settle out and clog navigable waters in coas t.a I
a r-eas ,

It is difficult to alleviate this problem compl.e t.e'Ly , but some

degree of prevention and control could reduce significantly the amount,
of dredging needed, the amount of spoil which would hove to be n.wr-d ,
~Jnd

rr>Guction of all associated dredging and disposal costs.

effC'ctive method to alleviate sh0aling is confined disposal.
method is definitely preferred to uncontained spoil disposal.
effective method includes a less zealous approach to the

1I

One
This
Another

0ver f l ow"

method used on hopper dredges, ie, the pUP1ping beyond maximum capacity
to achieve a hip;her payload.

Other methods th:Jt reduce shoaling include

bank stabilization, salinity intrusion control, channel depth control,
and prudent use of jetties, reducing sidecasting ( the dumping of
unconfined spoils to the sides of the channel which is simultaneously
being dredged) and other unconfined subaqueous disposal adjacent and

parallel to channels.

Future developments in computer models in

estuarine areas and new remote sensing techniques may contribute to a
better understanding of current patterns, spoil dispersal patterns, and
the reoccurrence of shoaling.
Artificial Habitat Creation
The idea of habitat creation is a means of disposing of large
quantities of dredged material with varying physical and chemical
characteristics while, at the same time, creating an environment or
Modifying an eXisting environment to provide life-sustaining ingredients
for waterfowl, deer, and many endangered wildlife species.

The most

promising areas of habitat creation are islands, shoals, and marshes.
Historically, man has dumped spoils on Lands va Iuab'l e as TrJildlife,
habitr>ts, and they have been destroyed.

Spoil islands, shoals, and

marshes have been successfully created along the Atlantic

co~st

through

proper techniques and careful management, and habitats have actually
been created rather than destroyed by wanton, careless dumfling.

A

great deal of r-esear-ch ls presently underway to determine community
succession patterns on these artificial lands.

North Carolina is the

location for many prototype studies of habitat creation.

Investigators

are analyzing the invasion and succession of vascular plants and
vertebrates on known-age islands and trying to relate these findings
to island stabilization, and the development of wildlife habitat
management techniques.))
Spoil islands can be created from materials which are rejected for
use elsewhere, that is, from soils which are structurally unstable and
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polluted.

One method, referred to as the "sandwich" or inverted nethod,

puts highly polluted materi.:Jls on the original bottom,

~nd

the deeper,

and more frequently cleaner soils on top of the polluted materials, in
effect, sandwiching the contaminated soils away from a direct water
interface and most aquatic life.
Planned disposal of dredged materials to intentionally crpate a
wildlife habitat is clearly a desirable disposal alternative.

The

Dredged IvIaterial Research Program has addressed this possibility since

1975. 34The results of a portion of their research are provided in a
manual which provides information on disposal options for creating
spoil islands, disposing materials on existing islands to minimize
damage to eXisting colonies of shore birds, and procedures for managing
single bird species or groups of species.

Dredged islands are of

primary significance as a breeding habitat for shorebirds and

w~ding

species, and so the Corps focused the development of guidelines for
creating and managing spoil islands around these shorebirds.

It is

estiY'lated that 30 species fo w8ter birds use dredged spoil isJ.1nds as
a nesting and breeding habitat. 35

Islands created away from human

access and predators have been successful for the Common Terns on
Tern Island off Cape Cod36 and Roseate Spoonbills in Texas. 3?
Spoil islands may also be created to replace coastal areas
already modified and used for

co~mercial

and recreational developments.

By periodic addition of dredged materials, it can be expected that
Dredged spoil islands will be destroyed or critically altered by wave
and current action within a few years, or normal community suocession
will take place and the habitat will be suitable for many other species.
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The development of wildlife islands does not preclude further dumping
to maintain suitable habitats for certain species of birds or other
wildlife.

Dumping must be coordinated and planned to avoid breeding

seasons and nest destruction, and it is imperative that proper
management techniques be taught to those directing such activities.
The ability to crea t productive mar-shes by transplanting grasses
on barren spoil mounds and in diked areas has been successfully
demonstrated by Garbische and others. 38

Guidelines for planning marsh

creation with dredged materials have been established in a comprehensive
work by Johnson and McGuinness for the Dredged Material Research
Program39 •

Despite an initially high start-up cost, a result of planned

construction, highly regulated spoil deposition, and the manual labor
needed for planting, marsh creation results in un tangible benefits to
society.
Marshes are an invaluable component of the estuarine ecosystem.
They aid in 1) the synthesis of organic matter by submergent, emergent,
and terrestrial vegetation, benthic algae, and phytoplankton, 2) nutrient
cycle transport where constant tidal activity provides an abundance of
nutrients to the estuary as a result of detrital breakdown and the flushing
of this organic detritus into coastal waters, 3) trapping nutrients in
the soil to continue the nutrient cycle and allow these organic and
inorgonic nutrients to be deposited for plant uptake and .subsequent
new growth, and 4) serving as a spawning ground and nursery for young
fish and shellfish.

During this

critical part of the life cycle,

the nutrient rich medium of an estuarine marsh serves as the base of the
food chain for larval stages of marine forms.

40
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Boyd et alo~l described the utilization of marshlands as former
spoil disposal sites and the disappearance of thousands of acres of
highly productive marsh areas.

Disposal has been curtailed on the

remaining marsh acreage because of Federal legislation and the
environmental awareness of concerned citizens.

And so, an alternative

to disposing on marshes was sought, and one approach has been to create
new marsh areas along shallow coastal areas suitable for the C'lppropriate
spoil

depositio~ and

preparation by

settlin~and

gr8ss planting.

Marsh creation efff'ctively solves two problems: 1) it provides a disposal
area for spoils at a time when conventional disposal areas are becoming
scarce, and 2) cre~ted marshes can replace those which have been destroyed
carelessly by man or by natural processes such as erosion or the rise of
The Corps alone dredges 380 million cubic yards of spoil

sea levels.
annually.

If ten percent of this total was applied at an average depth

of ten feet, approximately 2350 acres of marsh could be created each
42
year.
The study of marsh creation could become the subject of another
major paper for it is complex and extremely interesting.

To those

persons interested in marsh processes, two excellent papers are
recommended.

Redfield (1972) discusses the natural processes of marsh

creation and reconstructs the ontogeny of a New England marsh. 43 In another
monograph,
44
marsh.

Hixon and Oviatt (1973) discuss the ecology of a I:ew Er:p:LJnd

Site selection is particularly critical to successful marsh creation.
The following areas are of major concern: 1) Dredging consider8tions
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must address the purpose, frequency (incremental or a "one-time" d~mp)
and volume of dredging, the type of material to be used, whether the
spoils will be unconfined or confined, the sea state, currents, and tidal
r~n~es at the selected loc~tion; 2) Fill-Site considerations include

water chemistry, tidal range and depth, coastline configuration, climate,
and geological history of the area; 3) Design construction considerations
assess the equipment needed for dredging, transport and filling, proper
surface preparations, confinement requirements, and elevation

toler~nces;

4) EnVironmental, economic and social considerations include the
acceptability of alternate disposal methods, local

importance of marshes,

availabili ty of sui table environments for c re.rt i ng new marshes, economic
costs or impacts associated with a non-dredging decision, and public
attitudes towards marsh

cre~tion,

the evaluation of marsh grass seeding

techniques, productiVity studies of marsh grasses, ecological succession
and physiological responses of marsh plants to environmental stress.
The guidelines for marsh creation established by Johnson and
McGuinness are sevenfold:
1) DeterMine if marsh creation wClrrants significant consideration.
2) DeterMine which type of marsh would be most suitable.
3) ComDare mClrsh creation with other disposal alternatives.
4) Add~ess the properties of a marsh (elevation, shape, orientation,
and settlement) and area of the proposed marsh.
5) Focus on any characteristics of the Marsh special to the location
(subsoil conditions, need for dikes, etc.)
6) Determine the best sLt.er-na t.Lve disposal method.
7) Design and construct the marsh. This involves coordination in
filling the area, planting the area, habitrit enhancement,
management of w~ldlife, and other biological concerns when the
marsh is finally established. 45
Physical impacts must be emphasized to insure long-term stnbility of
a newIy cr-er t.ed marsh.

Marsh creation guidelines call for Locs t i.ng new
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rna r she s in low vlater one r-gy areas such as in the lee of barrier beaches,
islands, and shoals, in shal.Lou w;:1ter where wave energies are d'i.ss i.pa'ted ,
in river bends, in land extensions, bays and inlets where marshes already
exist, and away from major tidal channels, headlands, or any area where
wave energy is concentrated.

The marsh should be planned so t.ha't

exposure to erosion forces is minimal and coarse-grained soils should be
used along exposed surfaces to protect against wave, current, or tidal
erosion.Avoiding high wave energy areas will incre."1se the like1ihood of
success of a marsh creation project.
If the selected site is deemed physically acceptable for marsh
developMent, the location is further analyzed for sedimentCltion processes,
environmental
factors.

re~uirements,

and institutinnal, economic, and social

This graphic representation simplifies the general

to marsh site selection_(Figure 2).

appro~ch

It is general procedure to mirror

as closely as possible the processes and structure of the natural
ecos~Tstem

when crc8ting new marsh.

Those that best approximate natural

conditions will have a better chance for survival.
Kadlec and vJentz

46 have evaluated the state-of-the-3rt t.echni.ques

for Marsh plant establishment.

Plant colonization depends for its

success on compatability of the grass speci8s Hith the soil substr2te,
the ecological requirements of the grasses chosen to iMitate the local
marsh systems in the area, a rapid rate nf colonization on the new soil,
and soil treatment prior to planting.

It is necessary to cho03e local

species because they survive better than introduced species.
also know

w~lich

One !"lust

species are more tolerant of polluted waters or low
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Marsh Creation Site Selection
Figure 2.
Source: Reference DMRP Note8
~asc. Paper D-?4-10
Dec. 1914 p. 1 .
Available Artificial Habitat,
1. energy regime
2. sediments
3. climate
4. existing uses

Authorized Dredging Pro1ects
1. volumes
2. periodicity

+--ye....

"

3. material characteristics

yes

.J.,

Deposition or uses of Dredged
Materials

Environmental Requirements
1. low water energy regime

2. emergent vegetation

3. tidal fluctuation

IlO~

yes

J,

Possible Marsh Complex Sites
1. project characteristics met
2. environmental requirements met

._-----_._---.,...---------.
Desirable Characteristics
1. institutional/legal constraints
2. costs
3. benefits
no
4. public acceptance

yes
Selected

Y~rsh

Complex Sites

1. project characteristics met
2. environmental requirements met
3. desirable characteristics met

Viable Alternative.
1. proceed with construction

ftO

1. artificial habi tat
2. product.
3. land reclamation
4. offshore dumping
5. dike and fill
6. other
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watpr auali ty conditions, for instance, wild celery or Common cat.t.a i.L,
One·ll1ust also distinguish between freshwater and salb..ater species; proper
salinity, tidal conditions, aeration, rainfall requirements, water depth,
ternper2'ture, proper soil mixtures, light penetration, and the tYTJe of
current and wave action which will directly affect the grass plantings
and ul t.irna te ly determine its successful colonization or its derm r e ,
Propagation nl3terials consist of cuttings, vegetdtive structures,
such as root systems, seeds, or transplanting entire plants.

Seeds

ar~

the least expensive, but transpl.qnts have a higher rate of success.

.
Seneca 47 ,Woodhouse, Seneca, and Broome, 48 and Broome49 have examlnea
the propagation techniques of seeding and establishing one species of
h2rdy marsh plant, Spartina alterniflora.

This species stabilizes dredge

spoil mounds for subsequent plant colonization.
~~arsh

er-e> t i on projects are one of the few vi alil.e .'11ternJ tives to

ef rective dredge spoil disposal in New England, and this is the
for the thorough d i.scussl.on on the past few pages ,

rf~.J son

However, while the

physical characteristics are better documented than socio-economic
considerations today, actual methodologies for marsh creation are still
in their infancy and must always be coordinated with integration of
environmental values in final management decisions.
Open Water Disposal
Gener-a I Ly defined as dunpa ng spoil materials into the open ocean,
bays, estuaries, and inland rivers and lakes, open water disposal
concepts have recently been expanded to include those materials placed
on beaches, marshes, river edges, or any unconfined disposal where the
spoil materials are subject to tidal and river fluctuation or erosion.
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Boyd et al., in 1972, reported that over 250 million cubic yards of
spoil materials were disposed of in open waters. 50 The tonnage of
dredge spoil disposal into open waters is five times that of all other
wastes combined. 51
To ascertain the effects of disposal in the open water environment.
physical and chemical properties of the spoils must be analyzed.
Determinations or spoil density, for example, will show how the materials
will disperse and settle or resuspend in the water colUmn under specific
curr~nt

and wave conditions.

Fine-grained silts and clay materials will

settle slowly, while larger grained soils and sands will settle quickly.
The chemical constituents or the dredged spoils should also be determined,
since excesses or trace elements and toxic chemicals are known to have
adverse impacts on biological systems.
At the disposal site, the biological processes must be known so
that organisms most likely to be affected and pathways or transport
and possible bioaccumulation or toxic materials can be identified.
Quantitative and qualitative assessment or the community structure is
essential ror establishing effective management programs for open
water disposal.

For example, it is important to establish breeding

and nursery grounds, areas or endangered or rare species, commercial
species of economic importance, and migratory pathways of species using
the disposal area at certain times of the year, to minimize both acute
and chronic effects of disposal on the biota.
The National

Acade~

or Sciences assessed disposal in the marine

environment in 1976 ror ,the Environmental Protection Agency.

Their
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should be confined to as small an area as possible; 2) toxic wastes
be characterized with respect to environmental impact prior to disposal;

3) irreversible dependence of society on ocean disposal be avoided;
4) toxic materials that may accumulate in the food chain, and ultimately,
be detrimental to man, not be disposed of; .5) management strategy of
disposal should be continually avaluated with respect to its continued
effectiveness, and 6) further investigations be initiated to develop the
knowledge necessary fop desired levels of confidence in management
decisions.

Recent legislation has addressed the AcademJ's judgement.

on ocean disposal with the passage of the Toxic Substances Act (TSCA) and
the Resource Conservation and Recover" Act (RECRA).

Dump sites are regionally specific.

It is impossible to produce

generalized criteria on how and what to dump, because local conditions
must always be taken into account when dumping projects are proposed.
However, the primary concern should always be the biological implications,
and the secondary concern should be dispersion tendencies.

The third

concern is economics.
The physical parameters which influence dispersion and dilution of
dredged spoils also arfect the cost of ocean dumping.
discharge rate, water depth, barge capacity, and
area.

These include

distanc~.t9

the disposal

Associated with these parameters are three major cost categories:
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1) capital costs, 2) maintenance costs, and J) towing costs.

Capi tal cost. represent the imtial purchase of new barges with
radio-controlled, rapid discharge s,ystems (discharge time of approximately

90 minutes).

The service lite of a barge is 10-20 years at a cost of
Annual cost. are calculated by using an 8~ interest rate,

$170 per ton.

equal replacement cost, and negligible salvage value or benefits trom
depreciation. 5J
Maintenance costs are estimated at $800 per trip and includes one
annual dry docking for repairs.

Capital and maintenance costs are

combined to provide one yearly operating cost.
Towing costs are the Most variable because
to a barge's discharge rate, tow

sp~ed,

th~

are proportional

distance travelled, and eXisting

weather conditions. As a general rule, it costs approximately $80 per
hour to tow a 5000 ton capacity barge moving at a speed of 6 knots.
The following relationship determines tow costs on a per trip basis:

where

=

C
total towing cost in $/trip
t
To = towing charge in dollars/hour
x = round trip distance traveled 1n miles (point to point)
T = tug speed in miles /hour
t
unloading time 1n hours

=

Socio-economic Effects of Dredged Spoil Disposal
The social costa ot a dredged,spoil project are often a forgotten
portion of a cost/benefit analysis.

These costs include all uncompensated

adverse effects, tangible or intangible, caused b.Y the construction and
operation of a project.

Economic considerations do not normally take

into account the advantages of, a project, but only the costs of actually
disposing of dredged materials.

The social values of wetlands destroyed

b.Y dredging operations are generally not computed. These evaluations
can be figured and used to increase the value of a project.

For example,

marsh creation projects may render spoil disposal costs negative, and
thus, additional benefits are created from the project.

These social

costs which MUst be taken into account have been defined as "those
costs which result from an action, which is not paid b.Y the agency,
and which affects a segment of society rather than identifiable
individuals. ,,55
A Case Study- The value of a tidal marsh to society
The tidal marsh is generally regarded as a wetland which is not
conducive to residential or industrial development.
estate value ot such lands are low.

Conventional real

This is an erroneous evaluation.

Their cumulative value to so,i.ty JlUst be considered, and this value is
high.

A marsh is valuable because it is 1) a natural tertiary sewage

treatment system, 2) a stormwater "sponge" preventing floods, 3) a
habitat to precious wildlife, and 4) a nursery for fish, and ultimately
essential for profit from commercial fisheries.
Functionally, the marsh is important as a link in the food web.
Serving as a nursery area for young fish and crustaceans, cala, nearshore
waters are essential to the future existence of these immature forms
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which support a multi-million dollar fishing industry.

The marsh can

be used for aquaculture of shriMp and oysters which utilize the detrital

e,ycle of estuarine-marsh regimes.

Such industr,y adds to the value of

The marsh is efficient as a sewage treatment system.
sewage treatment s.ystem consists of several phases.

A typical

Primary treatment

consists of adding chemicals to water to cause precipitation, thereby
creating a sludge.

Secondar,y treatment involves the addition of

oxygen to the sludge to increase the efficiency of the bacteria which
decompose the organic materials into harmless compound. such as carbon
dioxide and water.

Once completed, nitrogen and phosphorus are the

only compounds remaining in high concentration.
expensive.

Removing them is

Here is where a marsh can be of value to man, for marsh

grasses require both nitrogen add phosphorus as nutrients for growth.
As the grass grows, both nutrients will be removed from the soil and
converted into food for marine organisms further up the food chain.
Thus, treated sewage can benefit the marsh as fertilizer and relieve
man of an expensive chore in cleaning up sludge pollutants.
Marshes are storm buffers.
and prevent inshore damage.

They absorb the energy of storm waves

They function as reservoir for stOrBWaters

and prevent inland flooding and erosion.
In 1974, Odum, Pope, and Gosselink56attempted to evaluate the
natural functions of a marsh in economic terms.

The dollar figure

arrived at was $82,000 per acre, a reflection of the social value of

a

tidal marsh.

This is a consepvative estimate, because the value can

only increase with continued encroachment by man and declining marsh acreage.
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Dredged spoil disposal ~be an opportunity for social gain rather
than social cost.

As positive applications of dredged spoil are

explored, for example, beach nourishment, marsh creation, soil enrichment
additives, and landfill, the social benefits may outweigh the economic
costs of transportation of spoil for those purposes in addition·to
outweighing the social costs of destroying a wetland now assessed at
$82,000 per acre.
Additional considerations of a social nature which are not generally
assessed in the economics of dredged spoil disposal include 1) the longterm effects of spoil disposal, or, how will disposal affect the
surrounding land, its drainage characteristics, property values of
adjacent lands, 2) long and short-term effects of disposal on local
business, that is, helping or hindering local fishing industries, local
recreational actiVities, navigation, alteration of land-use patterns,
and J) long and short.term health care costs and water treatment costs
if the spoils are found to be contaminated.
Pope suggested several ways of handling external costs of disposal
within present day capabilities. 57

the first includes the social

costs/benefits in a project evaluation.

Those topics included in the

evaluation might include a) decreased or increased fisheries production,
b) increased pollutional loading, c) increased or reduced recreational
areas and opportunities, and d) increased or reduced natural system
aesth~tics

and amenities.

The second suggestion is a scientific

comparative analYsis ot all possible alternatives to dumping.
Alternative sites and methods for disposal should be compared in terms
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of economic costs before a final site is selected.

The

cost/benefi~

ratio may shift slightly by approaching the project with social
cost considerations as well as economic requirements.
Socio-economic decisions must be made at the State and local
government levels.

Dredge and fill operations extend beyond the

individual property owner, and perhaps, even beyond the political limits
of a city or county or state. It is difficult to measure and define
the nature of the public interest and public impact that any one
dredging operation may have upon the public welfare.

Cost/benefit

analysis should systematically be used to evaluate the economic and
social considerations to disposal projects, for, it is particularly
essential for intelligent and imaginative management of dredge and
fill operations especially at

th~

State and Federal levels.

level tends toward the myopic on occasiQra.

The local

With this approach,

economic analysis may turn a liability into an asset.

Environmental Impact!
Dredge and fill practices effect the environment at several levels.
There may be acute and chronic impacts on the biological, physical, and
chemical regimes at a dredge and fill site.
A.

Acute impacts are primarily biological in nature.

The most direct

acute impact, acute being defined as a short-term, immediate impact, is
the physical removal of organisms.

Studies have concluded that this

effect is not as significant as was once thought, because there is rapid
recolonization of a dredged or filled area. 58, 59,60, 61, 62, 6)
Burial of organisms at a disposal site is of concern for two
reasons.

The amount of damage to the biota is dependent on the volume

of material deposited on the bottOM and the type of organisms found
at the site.

The covering or smothering of benthic animals at the

disposal site is an anticipated effect.

Sediments with a low oxygen

content may provide anoxic conditions, and animal. not capable of
physiologically alternating froa an aerobic environment to an anaerobic
condition, may smother before they reach the surface.

Crustaceans are

particularly vulnerable because, under stress, they increase ventilation
and, so, need more oxygen instead of less.

Some polychaete species

(worms) can lower their physiological activity and, thus, decrease
their oxygen reQuirements. 64 A change in ~ommunitystructure~y
result frOM substrate changes, and new animals may colonize a disposal
site.

Studies by Sherk~.5 Windom II !l.,66,67 indicate minimal effects

on test sites and little stress on animals, a small change in species
diversity, negligible change in water quality, and succession and
recolonization at a steady state at disposal sites.

Sail~,

Pratt,
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and Polgar,68 however, showed on~ gradual succession and recolonization
in Rhode Island Sound.

Leathem II !l.69 and Maurer !! !ol.70 have

documented low animal density and low oxygen concentrations in
disposal areas, and recruitment to the area after cessation of disposal
operations.
Turbidity and siltation problems from suspended solids in the water
column are the most conmon and more reported effect of dredging,
primarily because of high visibility and unaesthetic qualities. 71
This is not a significant proble. in estuarine and nearshore areas
because natural turbidity levels are
turbulence, storms, and tidal scours.
high~

normal~

high due to wave

Most nearshore organisms a-e

adapted to these high turbidity levels and would be able to

survive intermittent turbidity due to dumping at localized dumpsite
locations.
There are direct and indirect effects of turbidity and siltation.
Direct effects include suffocation and impairment of respirator,y
exchange mechanisms for benthic animals and fish, reduced survival and
growth of larval stages of shellfish, fish, and water column dwellers.
Indirect effects include: 1) reduction in light penetration and subsequent
reduced photosynthesis b.Y algal species, 2) reduction of visibility
for feeding organisms, J) destruction of spawning areas, 4) reduction
of food supplies, 5) reduction of vegetational cover, 6) trapping of
organic matter which results in the depletion of oxygen at the sediment
surface and the creation of anaerobic bottom conditions, 7) flocculation
of planktonic algae, and 8) the absorption of oil and the adsorption
or absorption of organic matter or inorganic ions.
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Studies at the University of Rhode Island 72 and SCripps7) have
shown that dredged particles are not distinguishable from food
particles for water column crustaceans, specifically copepods.
By diluting the water column with non-food particles, the filter
feeding animals ingest them and experience rather drastic results
in the form of impaired nutrition which results in'slower growth,
a loss in weight, and a higher mortality rate.

Mortality rates were

due, in part, to sluggish movements because animals became heavy
with particles they had eaten, rendering them easy prey to carnivorous
animals.

Reproductive capability was also impaired because of this

effect on feeding habits. Female sterility was a direct result· of
starvation, because an insufficient quantity of energy producing food
was ingested along with soil particles, and the oil droplets that serve
as energy reserves became depleted and reproductive organs did not
deve1op.?4
Impairments to the nutrition, survival, and reproduction of planktonic
copepods, a basic element in the food web, results in an inherent
weakening in the rest of the food chain.

If the unicellular plants

are incapable of photosynthesizing and the small crustaceans die of
"ma1nutrition", and the.e are the basic food elements for all other
levels of the marine food web, what are the long-term effects on the
larger animals, assuming they survive the dumping themselves, and is
the inherent stability of the food web and ecosystem weakened?
The answers to these questions are complex.
disposal is considered a localized situation.

Generally speaking,

Plants and animals of

the water column are known to recover qUickly from a "one-time" dump.

However, O'Connor and Sherk75 have documented that phytoplankton subjected
to various concentrations of suspended particles have a carbon fixation
rate which is inversely proportional to particle concentration.
a..tafso.76 noted that sediments which have metals adsorbed to them are
ingested and, in turn, accumulated in these filter feeding organisms
and ultimatelY passed along the food chain. It

ha~

that in areas where heavy

are high, the substrate

metal~concentrations

is devoid of bottom dwelling anima1s.

also been documented
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Heavy metals are known to be highly toxic, but neither their physical
chemical bonding within sediments nor their release into the water
column is well understood.

Metals can be 1) dissolved in the water,

2) adsorbed to particle surfaces, J) associated with hydrous iron
and manganese oxides and hydroxides, 4) associated with sediment organic
matter and sulphides, and 5) bound within the lattice of crystalline
minerals and in clay.

Stuqies done at USC indicate that the release

of metals from fresh water sediments into a saltwater environment
is greater than the release of metals frOM marine sediments.

Gustafson78

noted that resuspended sediments resulted in increased adsorption of
heavy metals to the sediment particles in addition to those metals in
the sediments which also became resuspended and adsorbed.

Much work

needs to be initiated to determine the relationship between metals and
biological effects.

So~e

work has already begun on establishing

relationships between metals and their uptake by marsh plants.
A previous section has explained that marsh creation is a viable
alternative to dredge spoil disposal.

Pilot programs for studying
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lnarsh creation specific to different regions of the countr,y are
developing techniques for the rapid establishment of plants in dredged
materials.

Certain species of marsh plants are easier to grow and

establish than others.

Spartina alterniflora is O1e example.

also serves as a nitrogen and phosphorus puMp in the marsh.

Spartina
Scientists

at the University of Georgia marine laboratory at .Sapelo Island have
shown that

~artina

exports significant quantities of phosphorus from

the sediments, up the plant, out through the leaves, and out into
the water through the e,ycl1c process of tidal inundation.?9
One question of considerable importance is whether or not heavy
metals are taken up b,y marsh plants, accumulated in plant tissues, and
passed through the food chain in plant detrital material.

The scienti5ts

at Sapelo Island have found that some species accumulate metals more
than others.

For example, Spartina alterniflora and Spartina foliosa

accumulate metals in or on their roots but do not rapidly move them
up the stem through translocation or into the leaves.
were found to remain near the root systems.

~.

Lead and chromiUlll

alterniflora will,

however, accumulate mercury in the roots and translocate 5~ up through
the leaves and back into the water in a similar manner as phosphorus
is carried through the plant system.

Two species which prefer less

saline soils and inhabit the higher ground of a marsh,

Sp~rtina

patens

and Distichlis sp., rapidly accumulate and translocate zinc, cadmium,
and nickel through the stem and leaves. 80 At present, it remains unclear
whether heavy metal uptake b,y marsh plants is significant, and what
'significant' reallY means.

This depends to a large extent on what

happens to metals as they are ~cumulated and passed along the food chain.
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Odum has observed that, except ffor mercury, there are decreasing levels
of heavy metals with increasing trophic level in estuarine systems.
If heavy metals do not pose a significant problem, the study of Somers

II al. 81 gives food for thought on the subject c£ marsh creation from
dredged spoils for economic benefit.

If one colonizes spoils with

edible seed-bearing plants, such as rice, that are'metabolically adapted
to survive saline conditions, such crops can be raised to meet food
needs locally or abroad for man or animals.
In summary, then, acute impacts on the envirorunent due to dredge
and fill operations are biological in nature.

They include:

1) Community disruption by physical removal of organisms
2) Loss of habitat by burial of organisms and destruction of
spawning areas
3) Reduction of depth of euphotic zone with a decline in primary
production (photosynthesis) by algae
.
4) Reduction of food supplies to organisms
5) Reduction of feeding and subsequent higher mortality of organisMs
6) Creation of oxygen demand, anaerobic conditions, and potential
suffocation of benthic animals on the bottom
7) Reduction in reproductive capability of plankton
8) Increased metal tOXicity due to adsorption and release from soil
particles
B.

Chronic impacts of dredge and fill operations are fundamentally
physical-chemical in nature.

Chronic biological effects are due to

physical alteration and subsequent hydrological and ecological changes
which result from spoil removal and deposition.
Circulation patterns may be altered
deposition of

lar~~

bf

quantities of material.

the physicalr-emoval or
This can result in

changes in salinity and temperature regimes in a localized area.

Many

organisms are adversely effected by temperature and salinity changes,
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and these characteristics can cause permanent changes in the ecology of
the area.
Dredging has a significant impact on substrate quality, particle
size distribution, and the associated biological communities.

Studies

have shown that spoil sites may slowly be recolonized after dumping,
but the new community which develops is compatible,with the new
substrate and may not duplicate the original community. Rates of
repopulation vary according to abundance of planktonic larvae, the
mobility of non-planktonic species, patchiness and type of substrate,
rate of setting larvae, competitive success of organisms, and prior
82
colonization.
Filling may change the hydrography of an area permanently in open
water and in coastal and wetland situati.aa.

Filling lowland areas may

effect nutrient and mineral recycling, groundwater recharge, and may
destroy areas, such as the marshes described previously, which na.turally
detoxify the soil and water.
The chronic effects of disposal on benthic communities have been
more widely studied than effects on water column organisms for several
reasons.

First, water column organisms are difficult to evaluate, and

they have a certain mobili ty,

wh.~er

it is voluntary or not.

Second,

a dump effects the benthic community for a longer period of time.

The

bioassessment of benthic animals is, however, more difficult, than the
bioassessment of water column animals.

The bioevaluation of benthic

organisms takes two forms, both of which are explained in the July 1977
recommended procedures published jointly by EPA and the Corps.B)
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The first is the bioassay which tests the potency or activity of a
material through a response or specific endpoint, such as death, within
a certain time period.
over the long-term.

The response rna, not be readily measurable except

This type of response is referred to as a sub-lethal

effect, and, although a toxic element may not kill the organism, there
may be substantial impairment physiologically or morphologically so
that future generations do not survive.

There may be behavioral

anomalies produced which render the animal more vulnerable to predation.
The second form of bioevaluation of benthic animals may be the
insidious accumulation of metals and other contaminants which may
effect the organism itself, its progeny, or serve to pass the

acc~lated

toxicants further along the food chain to effect non-target organisms
higher up the food chain.
The rate of benthic community recover,y tram a dump depends on several
factors: 1) initial ecological conditions, 2) time of year, 3) nature
of the biota, and. 4) duration, frequency, and scope of dredge and fill
activities.

If all conditions are favorable, the effect on biota will

only be acute, and recolonization may begin as soon as the next spawning

season~

It conditions are not favorable, recolonization will be slower,

and the potential for an increase in chronic effects may become apparent.
In summary, the chronic impacts of dredge and fill activities are
physical and biological in nature.

Physical impacts include:

1) Alteration of circulation patterns which may result in 2) Potential changes in temperature and salinity
3) Alteration in ecology ot benthic biota
4) Change in substrate quality and particle size distribution
which effect recolonization of benthic communities
5) Effect on nutrient and mineral recycling and groundwater rechar~e
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Biological impacts include lethal and sub-lethal effects on benthic
animals as measured b.Y bioassay and bioaccumulation studies and substrate
changes which result from physical-chemical alterations that ultimately
affect the biological community.
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Chapter J

Disposal Practices, Legislation, and the Southern New England States
To date, no comprehensive analysis or New England dredge spoil
disposal practices exist on a regional or sub-regional level. Within
anyone State, information is fragmentary.

Of the eighty people

interviewed and contacted during the information gathering stage of this
project, not even members of a single State government were totally
certain of the State laws governing dredge and fill practices, whether
permits were needed, or what, in fact, the permit procedures might be.
The information contained in this Chapter is a compilation of
eXisting State legislation

~d

permitting procedures governing dredge

and fill practices in the States of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut.

A case study or a-regional project currentlY being

considered for Long Island Sound is examined in some detail in the
final section of the chapter.
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Massachuset.ts

Legtslati9n and Permittinc Procedures
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts initiated legislation to protect
its remaining wetlands earlier than most States.

Irreparable damage

had been done to wetland areas as a result of dredge and fill operations,
the most notable example being the filling of Boston's low-lying areas
•

in the 1850's.

or

the many laws passed in Massachusetts to protect

against continuation of further wetland damage, the earliest was the
Conserv~tion

Commission Act of 1957.

The Conservation Commission Act was a response to prohibit a
dredge and fill project on an Ipswich marsh.

The State passed

legislation to allow aqy town to take action to prevent environmental
deterioration.

Conservation commissions were established to coordinate

conservation actiVities of local agencies, to promote and develop
natural resources and protect watershed resources, to make recommendations
to local governments for improved development and utilization of these
areas, and to publish pertinent materials on the subject of local
conservation.

Each Commission consists of three to seven people

appointed by the Mayor or town selectmen.

This Act laid the basic

foundation tor local involvement in environmental matters by approving
direct citizen involvement in conservation planning and by providing a
continuing coordination and review at the local level tarenvironmental
issues.

These commissions have provided a valuable link as a citizens

group-local government-State government liaiSOM where dissemination
of information pertaining to environmental programs and State legislation
is effectively handled.
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The Jones Act of 1963 requires that, thirty days prior to beginning
any dredging project, notice must be given to local authorities, the
Director of

t~e

Division of Marine Fisheries of the Department of

Natural Resources, and the Director of Public Works.

Notices must

describe the project, the intent, what is to be altered, who will do
the work, and a lIlap must be included which 'shows the area and drainage
patterns.

After a notice is received by these people, a public hearing

is held within two weeks

qy

city selectmen or a licensing agency.

After the hearing, the recommendations of the committee must be
forwarded within seven days to the State Department of Natural Resources.
The Department of Public Works determines if a dredging project would
be harmful to harbors, navigable waters, or adjacent areas.

The

Director of this Department can obtain an injunction prohibiting a
project for adverse effects to harbor and water areas.

The Direetor

of Marine Fisheries may impose certain modifications to a project in
order to protect marine life, but he can not prohibit a project on these
grounds.
The Hatch Act of 1965 protects inland waters and wetlands in the
way that the Jones Act seeks to protect coastal wetlands.

Both are

invaluable as natural flood protection areas and fresh water reserves.
The Department of Natural Resources can prohibit and fine violators who
dredge and fill such wetland areas.
a 2-year jail sentence.
requires a permit.

Fines range from $1000·$5000 with

As with the Jones Act, the Hatch Act also

A potential land developer who wishes to dredge and

fill inland wetlands MUst file a notice of intent with the Department of
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Natural Resources and the local Conservation Commission. After a public
hearing, the Department of Natural Resources issues an order of the
conditions to be met specifying certain wetland protections which must
be obeyed.
1be Coastal Wetlands Pretention Aet. of 1965 and the Inland Wetlands
Pretection Act of 1968 were passed to protect wetlands even more.
These laws allowed for restriction of development on wetlands before
a developer filed a notice of intent and/or bought the land.

Although

a deterrent to development, these laws were never adequately enforced.
Understaffed offices and underfunding have resulted in massive delays
and little action by the Department of Natural Resources.
The Coastal Wetlands Protection Act of 1965 authorizes the
Commissioner of the Department of Natural Resources to "adopt, amend,
modify, or repeal orders regulating, restricting, or prohibiting
dredging, filling, removing, or otherwise altering or polluting
ocastal wetlands. ft 1 In this instance, a coastal wetland is defined
as any bank, marsh, swamp, meadow, flat, or low land subject to tidal
action or storm flow.

The Commissioner can enforce easements to prevent

any wetland alteration, and these orders are reqUired to be recorded at
the local registry of deeds.
records being registered.

Public hearings are held three weeks prior t.

Appeals by affected land owners may be

heard by the Supreme Court within a ninety day period of receipt of
notice.to determine whether such an order" restricts the use of a
land owner's property so as to deprive him of the practical uses
thereof and may constitute an unreasonable exercise of a taking without
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compensation."2

Landowners must prove clear ownership to the hnd

before the court will consider such an appeal.

If such a finding is

found, the law allows the state to replace the order by negotiated
purchase of the full title to the land and its easements.
This law gives the State strong powers to protect coastal
wetlands.

Under this law, proposed wetland areas' to be protected have

. their boundaries determined on a Coast and Geodetic Survey Map, and
meetings are held at the local level to discuss the proposed protected
wetland and answer questions pertaining to its boundaries.

Revisions,

if necessary, are then made, and the entire order is sent to the Division
of Natural Resources for final approval.
nearly a year to execute.

This entire process takes

Such actions have been well received by the

local governments and landowners, because it provides a means of
protecting wetland resources without destroying the tax base, and it
compares favorably to State acquisition of the property.

The lands

affected remain in private ownership With restrictions imposed by the
State regarding certain developments and activities in those areas.
The Inland Wetlands Protection Act of 1968 covers all areas
subject to fresh water flooding and permanent wetlands.

It includes many

of the same provisions as the Coastal Wetlands Protection Act.
law is weak, however, for several reasons.

This

First, the State can not

enforce orders on a landowner if he can show clear title to the land
and if they object to such orders wi thin ninety days.
-,

"

The Department

of Natural Resources can negotiate for purchase of the land and
easements or use i til eminent domain powers to a:hieve the purpose of
the Act.

Second, if the local authorities do not approve the Department
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ot Natural Resources' order, the order can not be adopted for a period of
one year.

Third, land excluded from this Act includes agricultural lands,

and agencies excluded from involvement in this Act are the Department

ot Public Works, the State Reclamation Board, Department of Public
Health, the Metropolitan District Commission, the Division of Fisheries
and Game, the Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission, and various mosquito
control projects.

The Act seeks to protect 300,000 acres of .znland wetland

compared to the Coastal Protection Act which governs 45,000 acres •.
The Wetlands Protection Act was passed in 1972.
was to improve the permiting process.

Its main purpose

The Act considers

coastal and

inland wetlands together for the first time instead of separately,
because,in many cases, distinctions were difticult to determine.
The power to issue permits was reaoved from the Department of Natural
Resources and given to local Conservation Commissions.

Developers and

citize~s group~ could, however, appeal a Conservation Commission decision

to the Department of Natural Resources.
A series of amendments to this Act were passed in 1973 and went
into effect in 1974.

They included a detailed definition of a wetland

as 100 feet horizontally inland from the bank of any beach, dune, wetland or 100 feet horizontally landward from the water elevation of a
100 year storm.

Amendments also included comprehensive vegetation lists

in addition to requesting a ten day period after an order is given for
the Department of Natural Resources to have time to act on an appeal,
and the requirement that permits and variances be obtained before an
order is given to the Conservation Commissions to request such a permit.
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Other amendments were considered in 1974, and they were passed and
took effect in 1975.

The 1I0st important uendment passed at this t1l1le

states that eitilen'. groups have up to three years to sue a landowner
who has illegally filled land.

If, after three years, no one sues, the

landowner is no longer liable.
The Wetlands Protection Act has enforcement powers.

Conservation

Commissions have the power to impose conditions on a developer when
they issue permits for wetlands development.

Conditions may include

protecting public/private water supplies, groundwater supplies, control
flooding, protecting stor.water drainage areas, and protecting fisheriesinterest••
Although the Act is implemented on the State and local levels, the
Conservation Commissions may be inherentlY weak as an enforcement
authority for several reasons.
are voluntary.

First, most Conservation Commissions

Second, most members work ' part.time at this job, their

full-time jobs getting top priority.

Third, most member. are lay-people

who do not have the legal or engineering expertize to properly evaluate
technical reports.

When questions in technical areas arise, the

Conservation Commissions use city engineers and city lawyers.

These

experts may have biased opinions, particularly if the town planning
board. are pro-development.

Fourth, Commission members may have

conflicts of interest which may work to the advantage or disadvantage
of the Commission.

Fifth, Comaissions

ar~

often under pressure to respond

to local town senti.ents which is more of a sociallY subjective response
than an objective, legal and scientifically oriented response.

Sixth,

Commissions do not use unifora standards to evaluate permit applications.
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Seventh, Commissions can not take action on violators until an illegal
dredge and fill project i. reported.

Small activities may go unnoticed

and this insidious development wastes many acres of wetland areas.
Eighth, Conservation groups do not have a procedure for cumulative
review, and there is no way to estimate or predict overall effects of
these 81'IUl11 incremental changes.
is at the local police level.

And finally, enforcement of the law

This is the weak link.

It-. is. to the

developer's advantage that enforcement is weak at the local level,
because Conseryation Commissions will orten make compromises with
developer.
,':J,

to alleviate

a~

fear of litigation.

This type of action

also eats away wetland areas.
At the State level, the Department of Environmental Management is
responsible for wetlands, but the Department is understaffed and the
process of permit application review proceeds slowly.

The State

encourages compromise to cut down extensive time delays.

Legal appeals

also slow the permit process down and these are discouraged.
compromises favor the developer.

Most

The Department can overturn rulings

made by the Conservation Commissions, and this action causes additional
delays and creates internal communication problems.
In SUlllJllary, the Wetlands Protection Act i. an inherently good law,
but the administration of the Act and the legal mechanisllls are somewhat
unrealistic.

The Conservation CoMmissions, under their present mode of

operation, are not terriblY competent in evaluating technical reports
and permit applications, and this puts the developer at an advantage.
The State i. basicallY

pro-developme~t and

between the State and the developers,

strong communications exist

s~orten,

developers are advised
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ot "loopholes" tor complying with the law.

The State groups are under-

funded and understaffed, and their actions can often cause communication
and coordination problems between local and state agencies.
The Ooean

Sanct~,y

Act of 1910 provides for the protection of the

Cape Cod Bay, and the Cape and Island, and. North Shore Sanctuaries.
The Act gives the Division of Environmental Quality Engineering (formerly
the Department ot Natural Resources) responsibility to care for and
control these areas and list prohibited activities in those waters.
Prohibited activities include removing sand and gravel, drilling,
and dredging.

The Act is limited in its enforcement value because it

does not explicitly authorize regulations.
The Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act of 1972 (MEPA) requires
all State agencies to assess the impact of their proposed activities on
the environment and to take all practicable means to minimize and prevent
environmental damage. It is a critical environmental disclosure law
and it presents a useful set of criteria. While

i~

exempts the

Massachusett's Port Authority, it includes all municipal projects, and
it gives the Office of Environmental Affairs (OBA) varying degrees of
administrative authority.

The law essentially creates a miniature

NEPA and requires environmental impact reports which must explain the
potential for environmental damage, how the damage can be mitigated,
and a discussion of project alternatives •. MEPA was designed to address
sene of the inadequacies of the National Environmental Policy Act.
did not direct11 address non-compliance or evasion by some groups.
failed to circulate draft illpact statements to the public.

NEPA
NEPA

NEPA lacked

authority on the part of reviewers to reject an impact statement.

NEPA
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enforced by SPA, lacked control over its sister agencies.
as strong as the Wetlands Protection Act.
prohibit, development.

MEPA is not

MEPA can only delay, not

Its purpose is to motivate public and private

sector groups to become aware of how their activities affect the
environment.
Section 62 of the Act directs all authorities and agencies of
Massachusetts topubl1sh and,circulate environmental impact reports
before any project can begin.

Reports MUst include a statement of measures

taken to Jlinim1ze environmental damage, the environmental impacts of the
project, and a discussion of project alternatives.
';'1,

defined

a.:any

A "project" is

work or activity of any agency which may have environ-

mental impact, and which is a) directly undertaken by the agency, b) supported by any form of financial assistance

f~Q.

an ageney, or Q) involves

the issuance of a lease, permit, license, certificate, or any entitlement
for use by an agency.

J

I.,aet report. are reviewed by several staff of the Office of the
Secretary of Environmental Affairs.
and groups for review and. cOllllT1ent.

They are circulated to other agencies
Coments are not legally binding.

The purpose of these reviews is to assess full disclosure of environmental
impact.

Other agencies reviewing and

eva~uating

permit applications

may use these comments in decision making, but the OEA's recommendations
are not bindinl to those agencies wh+ch issue permits.
The OEA is seTerely underfunded.

As a result, ,the OEA depends upon

student. majoring in environmental management to review impact reports.
Major reports are often approved wi thout a thorough review.

In addition
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to the staffing problem, limited funding also prohibits the OEA from
obtaining independent data on particular projects.

The ORA relies heavily

on·the information provided b,r those groups seeking project application
approval.
There are no organized groups at the local level to evaluate
environmental impact reports.

Environmental reports are circulated to

the public, but there is little opportunity for citizen participation
early in the planning process when project alternatives are being chosen.
At

~e

present time, there is almost complete dependence on the State to

evaluate these reports.
MEPA lacks enforcement power, and the law may be thought of more as
'JI,

a planning tool than a legal tool.

As a planning tool, MEPA seeks full

disclosure but thi8 does not preclude the aS8UMption that the alternative
which ainimizes environmental impact will always be chosen.

Because

requiring full disclosure does not provide enough incentive to concern
and activate agencies during the planning process, MEPA may not be
effective in environmental protection.

And since the OEA's recommendations

are not binding on permitting agency's final decisions, the Secretary of
the OEA can only override a permitting agency's authority by taking the
case to court.
Federal agencies must, of course, adhere to NEPA and other pieces of
Federal legislation discussed in Chapter I.
are regimented and bureaucratic.

Federal permitting procedures

The schematic flow-chart in Figure J

briefly explains how a dredge and fill permit application MUst proceed
through the Massachusetts State structure.
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...11
I
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FIGURE 3.
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In Massachusetts, the lead agenc,y is the Division of Waterways.
This division receives dredging permits from local communities and federal
,ermit proposals from the Army Corps of Engineers.
hearin~

There is a public

to whether local attitudes are favorable for the project.

Following this meeting, the permit application goes to the Division of
Water Pollution Control.

This agency decides if the dredged spoil,

based on the elutriate test and bulk analysis tests and other tests, if
required, is polluted.

If the material is not polluted, a water

Pollution certificate is issued for the dredge and fill sites.
If a Wetlands Permit is required, the "proposal is circulated to
the Division of Wetlands.

The permit application must also be approved

by the State Division of Marine Fisheries.

If the proposal is for an

open water disposal site, the Department of Environmental Planning is
consulted.

There are presently seven sites for dredged material dispo&al

off the Massachusetts coast.

They include:

1) Foul Area- 22 nautical miles east of Boston (the only site
approved, so far, for polluted spoil disposal)
040'12''W
2) Clean Spoil Disposal Area- 42021'14"H, 70
(1 mile in
diameter)
3) North Shore at 42°46'H, 700 46' W (1 mile diameter circle)
4) Cape Cod at 41°49'H, tif 25'W (1 mile diameter circle)
_
5) Nantucket Sound at Great Point- 4fl26' N, 7<1'01' W. (1 mile circle)
6) Nantucket Sound at Cross Rip Shoal 410 2 7 ' H, 7(f22' W (1 mile circle)
7) Buzzards Bar off West Falmouth- 410 36' N, 70°41' W (1 mile circle)
The Office of Coastal Zone Management reviews all environmental impact
statements of disposal and dredging for recreational, land.use, socio-economic
effects, or any aspect that has not yet been reviewed and examined.

This

group meets with interested local citizens at public meetings to discuss
proposed projects.

The OCZM also acts as an a~ent of the Army Corps of
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Engineers for State projects.
The Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering reviews the permit application after all other appropriate
State groups have reviewed it.

If approved, the permit application is

forwarded to the MEPA review board to see if an Environmental Impact
Report is required.

If not, the permit is approved.

If an EIR is needed,

further investigations are needed before a permit can be

ultimate~

approved or denied.
The Federal Corps of Engineers projects must proceed through this
same review process in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Dredging Practices
Spencer has reviewed dredging practices in Massachusetts.

4

Mechanical

dredging is predominant, because of the unavailability of sites close to a
dredging site for utiliZing an hydraulic dredge with its
offside spoil deposition.

acco~panying

Hydraulic dredges were once used in the State

prior to environmental awareness that coastal wetlands were a valuable
resource that needed to be preserved rather than destroyed.

Today,

hydraulic dredges are used only to transport clean sand on beaches for
beach replenishment projects.

Most dredged materials in the Cape Cod area

are utilized for beach replenishmentaetivities.
Maintenance dredging is performed in and around Boston harbor to remove
silt from the channels.

This material is generally quite polluted and must

be disposed of in ocean disposal areas.

The Massachusetts North Shore Site

combines onshore and offshore disposal depending upon the type of material
dredged.
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The offshore disposal sites previously mentioned for unpolluted
disposal are easily accessible b,y boat.

The "foul area" for polluted

materials is relatively unaccessible for small, shallow scows which are
unable to maneuver in severe sea conditions.
in exposed, open sea.

The foul area is located

Larger, deeper draft vessels which can operate

under extreme sea conditions are unable to maneuver in the shallow
harbors and coastal areas that are usually the sites for dredging.
Because Massachusetts is densely populated along the coast, some
onshore disposal alternatives are unfeasible.

Those methods commonly

used and those which have development potential include beach replenishment,
small, onshore fill projects, marsh creation, island creation, and
offshore dumping. The economics of dredging in Massachusetts rests
primarily with the State.
costa.

The State funds up to 75~ of dredge and fill

The affected town or municipality must provide a minimum of

25~ of the total project cost.
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Rhode Island.
Lelislation and

Permittin~

Procedures

The Office ot Statewide Planning is the official coastal zone
management agenc,y in Rhode Island.

All official monies for coastal

programs are dispersed through this agency.

The Coastal Resources

Management Council (CRMC). established in July of 1971 under P.L. 1971.
Ch. 279; H 2440 B. is the lead

a~enc.1

under the Office of Statewide

Planning for handling dredged spoil disposal problems.

The Council has

planning. management. implementation. and coordination and operational
authority over the State's coastal resources.

The Council contributes

heaVily to the development of management policies and priorities in
coastal unageaent out to the three-mile limit and up to the mean
high water mark.

The Council makes all final determinations on

coastal management issues.
There is only one salaried member of the CmiC. the
All other members of the Council are volunteers.

Dir~ctor.

Seventeen persons

make up the Council: two State Senators. each representing coastal
communities and appointed b,y the Lieutenant Governor. two State
Representatives. two local town councilmen. and eleven coastal
community citizens.

In addition. there are two ex-officio Members:

the Director of the Department of Health and the Director of Natural
Resources.

The primary goal of this group .is advisory in nature: to

help manage the State's coastal resources and preserve and restore the
ecology of Rhode Island.
The research and planning arm of the CRMC is the Coastal Resources
Center (CRC) which is located at the University of Rhode Island.

This
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group does extensiYe research on all aspects of coastal development,
inventories of coastal resources, and recommends appropriate
comprehensive management options to the CRMC.

The Council then

considers these reeommendations as part of a Statewide Administrative
Polie,y.

A citizen's adVisory committee reviews each proposed

management project and can make alterations before the recommendations
on coastal policy are presented to the CRMC.
alter the

progr~

if necessary.

The Council may further

After a public hearing, the policy is

included in the comprehensive coastal management plan for the State.
The Director of the CRMC also maintains a salaried staff which
make up the Coastal Resources Division of the Department of Natural
Resources.

There are, then, three groups which work on coastal

programs within the

State~under

the umbrella of the Office of State-

wide Planning: 1) the Coastal Resources Management CounCil, 2) the
Coastal Resources Center, and J) the Coastal Resources Division of the
DepartMent of Natural Resources.
Other State agencies which are also involved in the permitting
procedures for dredge and fill operations in Rhode Island are:
1) Division of Fish and Wildlife, 2) Division of Water Supply and
Pollution Control (housed within the Department of Health), J) Division
of Wetlands and 4) Department of Transportation.

In addition, the

State Historical Preservation Commission, town officials and local
planning boards and citizen's groups are active in dredge and fill
projects in the State.

Figure 4 illustrates the permitting procedures

for dredge and fill projects

i~

Rhode Island.

The CRMC requires a

permit for all dredge and fill activities in the tidal waters of the
State.

This is the State's only dredging policy and requirement.

5
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The policy of the CRMC is
"to preserve, protect, develop, and restore the
coastal resources of this State tor this and
succeeding generations through comprehensive
and coordinated long-range planning and management
designed to produce the maxiMUM benefit for
society from such coastal resources; and that
preservation and restoration of ecological
systems shall be the primary guiding principles
upon which environmental alteration of coastal
resources will be measured, judged, and regulated.,,6
The primary responsibility of the CRMC is to plan and manage
the resources of the State's coastal region.

The original intent

was to study the coastal resources in several phases: first, identify
all of the State's coastal resources, water, submerged land, etc;
second, evaluate these resources in terms of quali ty, quantity,
utilization potential, etc; third, determine current and potential
uses of these resources as well as current and potential problems of
each resource; fourth, formulate plans and programs for the management
of each resource, identify permitted uses, locations, protection
measures, etc; fifth, carry out these resource management

progra~s

through implementing authority and coordination with State, Federal,
local and private actiVities; sixth, formulate standards on a
continuous re-evaluation basis for all resources.
and criteria included: 1) the need and

de~and

The basic standards

for various activities

and their impact upon ecological systems, 2). the degree of compatability
of various activities, 3) capability of coastal resources to support
various activities, 4) water quality 'StandaI'l!ls set by the Dept of Health,

5) consideration of plans, studies, surveys, inventories, etcetera,
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prepared b,y other public and private sources, 6) considerations of
contiguous land uses and transportation facilities, and 7) consistency
with the State guide plan."
The establishment of the CRMC was an atterapt to deal with
pressing coastal problems.

Rhode Island was one of the first states

to begin comprehensiYe coastal zone planning, and one of the first to
receive a grant trom the Federal Office of Coastal Zone Management to
aid in the further development of their pro£ram under the Coastal
Zone Management Act of 1972.
It has been essential tor Rhode Island to develop a coastal program.
,: I.

Its small size and its dense population create pressures for residential
and commercial expansion of coastal lands.

This was felt in the 1960·s.

By 1971, the State General Assembly passed the Act which created the

CRMC.

Since that time, The council has been quite successful.

The

authority of the CRMC is widely recognized, and rapport between local and
State agencies is well established.

Although the Council has two

,weaknesses, and they are 1) the the Council lacks direct authority over
l'OSt coastal residential and commercial development, and these are
widespread activities, and 2) the 17 appointed, unpaid members of the
Council may not

alway~

be as well-versed in coastal issues as SOMe

would like and this may lead some people to believe that the group
~

is not as effective as i.

coul~

be,

the Council is generally

considered to have made a valuable contribution to management policy
of coastal resources in Rhode Island.
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Prior to the passage of the Coastal

¥~nagement

Council Act of

1971 which created the Coastal Resources

Mana~ement

Council, Rhode

Island had passed two pieces of wetland preservation legislation.
Both were passed in 1965.

One was the Intertidal Salt Marsh Act

(Act 26-1965) and the second was the Coastal Wetlands Act (Act 140-1965).
The State Constitution guarantees the "tree right of fishery,,,,e and these
laws were based on this right and the environmental awareness that
coastal wetlands contribute to the sustenance of the State's fisheries.
The Intertidal SaltMarsh Act 'Prohibited the duapang of dirt, mud,
or rubbish in salt marshes or excavating a marsh without a permit."~
Permits were obtainable through the Dept. of Natural Resources.

A

salt marsh was defined by an inventory of certain species of grasses,
other marsh vegetation, and the presence of salt marsh peat.

The

Director of the Department of Natural Resources determined whether
a project would adversely effect the ecology of the marsh, and denied
or approved dredge and fill permit applications.
The Coastal Wetlands Act defined coastal marshes somewhat More
loosely than the Intertidal Salt Marsh_Act.

A coastal marsh consisted

of the salt marsh and contiguous lands up to fifty yards from the salt
marsh, but n0tas many species 0f marsh vegetation were included in
the definition.
Act.

The Director of Natural Resources implemented this

He could restrict the uses allowed on these coastal wetlands.

Unfortunately, a provision where any landowner who believed he had
suffered damages by the issuance of such an order could receive
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compensation by filing at Superior Court within two years of the
issuance of an order and the recording of the order on his property
deed.

Since this provision seriously inhibited implementation of

this Act, and the Intertidal Act referred specifically only to salt
marshes, much of the State's coastal lands remained inadequately
protected, from further development. This awareness created a pressure
to develop more comprehensive legislation.

The Council Management

Council Act was enacted several years' later as a result of this need.
",

Rhode Island Dredging Practices

\

..

'

)

At the time of this investigation, the Stat~'of Rhode Island had

.',1,

no

~ffe~tlYe

""" In

dredge and spoil disposal policy.

addition, there was

a moratorium on dumping in any coastal waters in the State.

The

dumpsite at Brenton Reef had been closed by the Governor, because of
public opposition and an injunction against the Army Cprps of Engineers
by local commercial fishermen who feared the loss of valuable fishing
areas.

A disposal site at Brown's Ledge was proposed by the Department

of Natural Resources of Rhode Island and the OEA of Nassachusetts.

It

is located on the border between Rhode Island and Massachusetts, and
the site is 120 feet deep and quite rocky.

It is also beyond the

three mile limit. Shallow-water scows can not maneuver in the rough
seas encountered at the site, so it would be difficult to dispose
of dredged materials at Brown's Ledge from shallow coastal and harbor
areas.

There has also been opposition to this site by a number of

communities and fishing group_, for example, citizen's of Cuttihunk,
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Westport, and Martha's Vineyard, and the City Council of New Bedford

-

and the Atlantic Offshore Lobster Association. 10
Rhode Island's alternatives for disposing of dredged materials
are threefold: 1) ocean dumping, 2) landfill, and 3) marsh creation.
At present, no ocean dumping is allowed.

Landfill area in the State

is scarce because of high density and small size of the State.

Land-

fill would be costly because spoil treatment and dike construction
would be required.

In addition, local communities must bear the

major portion of all landfill costs.
Marsh creation is a viable alternative to dredged material disposal.
/1.

A salt-marsh preabton project ,t Watchemoket Cove in East Providence
I

was proposed b,y the Coastal Resources Center.

Spoils from the Port of

Providence were t. be .see t. emanee this sheltered area and make it
ecologically productive, help to attract wildlife to the area, and
improve water quality.
property values.

It would also have enhanced the area's

Functionally, the project would allow the City of

Providence to develop additional docking facilities at the Port.
New facilities would economically benefit the entire State, and the
cost of disposing of the spoils nearby as opposed to transporting them
for disposal would be considerably less.
Unfortunately, the project received adverse publicity in the newspapers
end on television.

Environmental protest. caused intense public

disapproval which resulted in denial of project approval.

The State

continued to abstain froll ecean dumping.,. The harbors which bring'
econoMic vitality to the State continue. to silt-in and become a hindrance
G

to shipping.
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Cennecticut
Legislation and Permittin& Procedures
At the present time, Connecticut does not have a comprehensive
dredge and fill program.
case b,y case basis.

All dredge spoil disposal is dealt with on a

There is little State legislation which deals with

dredged material removal and disposal.

Under the State of Connecticut

Statutes (Title 25, Ch. 413: Water Resources, Sec. 25-10), the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) Commissioner regulates
the removal of
"sand, gravel, and other materials froM lands under
tidal and coastal waters with due regard for the
preservation or alleviation of shore erosion,
protection of necessary shellfish grounds and finfish habitats, the preservation of necessary wildlife
habitats, the development of adjoining uplands •••
the creation and improvement of channels and boat
basins, the im1rovement of coastal and inland
navigation••• " 1
In Connecticut, the DEP is the lead agency for dredge and fill
activities.

The Coastal Area Management Group is lodged within the

DEP, and the Deputy Commissioner of this Department is a liaison
officer between DEP and the Water Quality Compliance Division, the
Department of Planning and Energy Policy, Department of Commerce,
Department of Water Resources, Department of Transportation, and
regional planning agencies. 12 The Deputy Commissioner is also the
Board Chairman of a central planning advisory group whose members
include representatives from various State agencies, the six coastal
regional planning agencies, and ten citizens who are members-at-large.
Figure 5 shows the permit application pathway through the State
Government for dredge and fill projects •.
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A dredging permit must be obtained from the Commissioner of
the DEP.

The COIDl1lissioner or a hearing examiner designated by the

Commissioner must hold a publie hearing on the proposed projeet.
Notice of the hearing is published in local newspapers ten days in
advance of the meeting. The permit application then proceeds through
the State agencies as illustrated on the previous page, and, if the
permit application is approved, the Commissioner, if necessary, can
set conditions for regulating the removal.. and disposal of dredged
materials.

He can also revoke or suspend a permit if conditions are

violated •

,I.

.The Commissioner also has the authority to designate and lay-out
channels across State lands to provide access to and from deeper waters
to uplands adjacent to or bordering State lands.
to public hearings and

A~

Such plans are subject

Corps of Engineers approval.

of such a project is enhancement of coastal and inland

The purpose

navig~tion

by

recreational and commercial vessels.
The Department of Environmental Protection, operating under the
Wetlands Preservation Act of 1969, has authority over all wetlands,
and activities on wetlands must go through the permit procedure,
because it is "declared to be the public policy of this State to
preserve the wetlands and to prevent the despoliation and destruction
thereof."

13

and mapped.

Under this Act, all wetlands areas are to be inventoried
Once an area has been designated a wetland, no draining,

dredging, excavation, 80il or gravel removal, or filling, or construction
of pilings or any structures is allowed wi. thout a penni t.
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The permit must include a deta.iled description of the project,
a map of the wetland area affected, and names of all adjacent landowners.
The Commissioner notifies local town administrators, the State Board
of Fish and Game, the Shellfish Commission, .and the Soil and Water Conservation Division of the proposed work after he receives the application.
A hearing is held on the project.

In the course of deciding on the

permit, the Commissioner must consider the effect of the proposed
work on public health and welfare, marine fisheries, shellfisheries,
and wildlife.

An application is automatically denied if the Division

of Fish and Game is in the process of acquiring any of the tidal lands
;;1.

in question.

Fines are imposed on violators, and persons are liable

for the cost ot restoring the affected wetland to its original condition
14
insofar as that is possible.
Connecticut Dredging Practices
Dredged material in
in Long Island Sound.

Conne~t

is normally disposed of on land or

The Tidal Wetlands Act of 197515 eliminated the

possibility .t dredged material disposal on tidal wetlands.

Because of

high transportation costs, land disposal sites are usually close to the
harbor dredging sites.

However, land disposal is becoming increasingly

more difficult and expensive with the growth and development of
coastal communities.
and very scarce.

As a result, landfill sites are small in size

Long Island Sound has become the primary disposal

place tor dredged materials •. Spoil disposal in the Sound is jointly
regulated b,y the Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agenc,y, and the States ot Connecticut and New York.
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In 1973, Connecticut, New York, and the Federal Agencies agreed
to limit dredged material disposal to four dumpsites.
there were 19 dumpsites.

Originally,

The four sites were: Eaton's Neck, New Haven,

Cornfield Shoals, and New London.

They were chosen because of their

proximity to major Corps projects, distance from shore, and water
depth.

More concentrated sites would facilitate environmental monitoring

at each site and allow for greater control of dumping.

Because of

ongoing or planned research at New Haven and Eaton's Neck locations,
these sites were subsequently closed, and a site at Bridgeport was
opened for "clean" dredged materials only.

This was to be determined

on a case-b,y-case basis.
It was proposed that the continuation of spoil dumping be critically
examined with respect to many environmental questions, such as chemical
and biological composition of the spoil material and the community at
the dumpsite, and the suitability of dredged materials to disposal
in Long Island Sound.

It was proposed that a comprehensive Dr8dge

Spoil Management Plan be developed for Long Island Sound.

Research

studies had estimated that, over the next ten years, proposed dredging
of navigation channels, harbors, boat slips, and basins, would result
in 8.5 million cubic yards of dredged material which would require
disposal.

Existing landfill sites were either already committed

to other project., no longer usable due to adjacent residential
or commercial development, or of insignificant holding capacity to
warrant use.

It would be economically unfeasible to dewater and haul

dredged material over long distances.

Marsh development, habitat

creation, and island development were viable solutions for small
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private projects and as a short-term alternative, but there were few
sites along the shoreline which would be acceptable environmentally,
socially, and economical1y.to 1andfi11ing.

Disposal in Long Island

Sound, the Atlantic, or a no-dredging option were the only suitable
alternatives in 197).16
Ocean barging was soon found to be expensive.
done on the dumpsite at New London estimated that
yards of

lila

An economic study
1,800,000 cubic

teria1 could be barged to the New London dumpsite in Long

Island Sound at a cost of $),000,000 ($1.70 a cubic yard, four miles
to the dumpsite).

To dump the same volume of material in the Atlantic

"EasthQle" Dumpsite, a distance of 16 miles, the total cost was
'.~ J.

$4,1)0,000 ($2.)0 a cubic yard).17
Since the initiation of the Long Island Sound Disposal Plan in
1975 b.Y the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection, the
program has gone

through~vera1

revisions and many public hearings.

The following section is a discussion of the reasons for developing
such a program, and a description of the management program as it
is currently proposed.
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A Case Study - Lone Island SlunA Dredged Material Disposal Plan
Background InformatiGn
Long Island Sound is 930 square miles

of coastal water.

It supplies

adjacent states with an active commercial and sport fishery, recreational
resource, and a transportation arter,y.

The harbors and channels

along the coastline are continually being filled in with silt, sand,
and organic materials, the result of erosion, upland watershed runoff,
and wastewater discharge b,y municipalities and industry, as well as
natural tidal movement and current action.

These areas must be

periodically dredged to maintain viable transportation.

Between 1954

and 1976, 35 million cubic yards of dredged material were deposited
/1.

. randomly at 19 locations throughout Long Island Sound.
may be found on the Map in Figure 6.

These locations

During the next ten years, an

estimated 15-20 million cubic yards of dredged spoils must be disposed
of from maintenanee and new-project dredging.

These estimates are

. listed in Table 1.18 Until recently, all disposal activities were
decided upon on a case-b,r-case basis.

N. thought was given to a

comprehensive management plan, environmental effects and ecological

•

damage to Long Island Sound, how the material was to be disposed. of
in an environmentally safe manner, or what the consequences might be
.co~omically,

socially, and politically, if the environmental factors

were neglected and/or if dredging was prohibited for lack of a suitable
dumping area.
Long Island Sound is an area where the coastal activities of one
adjacent state may influence the coastal uses of another state.
Separate activities in New York, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, i f

(

(

(

Dredged Sp~il Dispesal Sites in Long Island Sound
Figure 6
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TABLE I
Ten year forecast of dredging and disposal requirements for
ports and harbors bordering Long Island Sound. Anticipated volumes
presented below are estimates which may vary as much as ± 25% from
actual pre-dredge soundings. Disposal options need to be developed
for between 15 and 20 million cubic yards of sediment for federal,
state, municipal and private dredging projects projected over the
next decade.
..
A.

FEDERAL MAINTENANCE DREDGING PROJECTS

Project
Branford Hbr.

Est. Vol.
(cubic yds.)
70,000

Yr. last
dredged
1965

Bridgeport Hbr. 400,000
125,000
Eastchester Cr. 150,000
70,000
Five Mile
River Hbr.
Glp.n Cove Cr. 100,000

1972
1974
1968

Greenwich Hbr.

1968

50,000

1965

Previous
Disposal

Scheduled
Maintenance

Long Island
Sound
Long Island
Sound
Land
Sea

1977 (1 and)

Long Island
Sound

1979

1979-80
1981
1981
1980

1979

1984
LOl1g Island
Sound
1987
Land
200,000
1975
Housatonic R.
1978
150,000
Littl e Neck
Long Island
1968
Bay
Sound
1978
Mamaroneck Hbr. 165,000
Long Island
1966
Sound
Long Island
Mianus Riv.
25,000
1964
1977
Sound
1977
Milford Hbr.
Long Island
60,000
1967
Sound
West River
Land
90,000
1977
1987
New Haven Hbr. 800,000
Long Island
1974
Sound
.
New Rochelle
1982
25,000
1971
Long Island
Hbr.
Sound
Ni a-"-n-:-t,-:-.c--;:;'R-.---~..,...,.,..,.,.----~=..---.....r==."......."...----,.----......,...",...----1981
40,000
1971
Long Island
Sound
Norwalk Hbr.
1980
200,000
Long Island
1969
Sound
Patchogue R.
100,000
1972
Land
Pawcatuck R.
60,000
1962
Long Island
Sound
Portchester Hbr. 200,000
1978
Long Island
1966
Sound
1979
Stamford Hbr.
200,000
1963
Long Island
Sound
Gui 1ford Hbr.

70,000

1974
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Project

Est. Vol.
(cubic yds.)

Stony Creek

Yr. last
dredged

Long Island
Sound

28~000

S-o-u thport Hbr.
Thames R.

40,000
200,000

1962
1966

Westcott Cove
Westport Hbr.

40,000
80,000

1963
1970

TOTAL:
B.

-

Long Island
. Sound
Land

Scheduled
Maintenance
1977
1980
(see below)
1982
1981

3,7313,000

FEOERAL HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS - New Work Dre9gin9 (volume in cubic yards)
Thames River
Thames River
New Haven Hbr.

',~ I.

Previous
uisposal

TOTAL

2.779,000 (ongoing)
1,844,000 (proposed)
6.500.000 (proposed

disposal in L.I.S.
*1980
*1980-1982

11 , 123.000

* Disposal options being developed

C.

STATE,MUNICIPAL AND PRIVATE DREDGING - Estimates for next ten years
{volume in cubic yards)
New London Co.
Middlesex Co.
New Haven Co.
Fairfield Co.
Westchester Co.
N~ssaLl Co.
Suffolk Co.

1.000.000
350.000
170,000
750.000
500,000
100,000
750,000

TOTAL

3.620.000

Seuree: Cennecticut State Department or"Environmental Protection.
197.5 Dredging and Dredge Speil DiBpes;~l in Long Island Sound.: A
D1sCNss1en Paper. Octeber 27. 1975.·-C~\
;1

.

>
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decided upon unilaterally, have the potential to limit adjacent state
uses b,y altering the water quality of the coastal area.

State

boundary delimitations are arbitrary, man-made political decisions,
.and each state, as we have seen in the precedingseetien , has
promulgated dredge spoil disposal guidelines, wetlands legislation,
and designed permitting procedures on a unilateral basis.

There has

been negli&ible effort to coordinate coastal environmental regulations
and design an environmental program that shows environmental consistency.
The environment does not. respect political boundaries as they
have been arbitrarily designated.

The Long Island Sound is. a, region

which must be discussed as a totali ty.

Long Island Sound extends east

to Nantucket Island and reoeives waters from many estuaries which may
be classified as naturally stressed temperate zone estuaries. 19
J

They are valuable as fish nursery areas which stock the offshore waters.
The Sound is relatively protected frOM dominant wave forces, and this,
in addition to warmer temperatures, when comp£red to offshore waters,
contributes to the high natural productivity of the coastal area.
Flounder, hake, scallops, lobsters, oysters, and clams are economically
profitable species.

20

The physical features of the Long Island Sound area, particularly
water circulation and flew, reflect the homogeneity of the region.
Circulation in the western portion of the Sound exchanges waters from
the drowned river valleys along the northern shores with the East
River.

The East River waters tend to travel via net surface transport
21
into the Sound and disperse over the more dense Central Basin waters.
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Bec2use of limited Mixing, most of this water remains in the western
portion of the Sound.
The entire area of Long Island Sound is a shallow extension of the
Continental Shelf.

The physical, biological, and chemical character

of the Sound is determined by its proximity to the Atlantic Ocean,
the geomorphology of the basin, and upland physiography.

The

Mattituck Sill is a submarine ridge at the eastern end of the Sound.
The Hempstead Sill is found west of Norwalk.
the Sound into three basins.
of the Sound.

These sills partition

The Central basin is the deepest portion

The Central and Western basins are characterized by

65~ silt and clay and. J5~ sand, while the.Eastern basin is 75~ sand
t,"

and 25~ silt and clay.

This reflects a high energy regime in the

eastern basin and a lower energy regime in the Central and Western
basins of the Sound.
Circulation of water is controlled by the shape of the basins, and
currents are modified by temperature gradients. winds, atmospheric
pressure, and fresh water intrusion from inland.

The Sills prevent

bottom water circulation between the basins, although there are
occasional overflows into an adjoining basin.

Tidal currents generally

run east to west, and the waters flow in an ellipsoidal counter-clockwise
gyre.

Bottom and surface waters are generally well mixed throughout

the year, but they do not necessarily flow in the same direction at
the same time.

Below the 60 foot contour, water transport of suspended

materials is to the west.

Above the 60 foot contour. net transport is

toward land and into ports and estuaries.
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,

Outflowing tidal currents are stronger at the surface than at the
botto••

Inflowing tidal currents

are~ronger

at the bottom than at

the surface, so there is a net transport of oceanic water and suspended

.

particles into the Sound.with bottom waters.
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At the present time, Long Island Sound contains huge reservoirs
of contaminated sediments, particularly along the northwest and
western shores.
action.

These sediments are frequently resuspended b,y tidal

If these sediments are removed and dumped in relatively

clean areas, the biosystem at the dumpsite may ultimately deteriorate,
and the polluted sediments will become more evenly distributed over
the entire basin.
,>

It is essential that these contaminated sediments

be properly characterized and disposed of in a manner that minimizes
exposure of dredged sediments to the aquatic environment.

For example,

site selection must be based on biological and physical features,
distance from the dredging site, distance from known environmentally
sensitive areas, and dispersion characteristics.
Marine sediments tend to adsorb pollutants to suspended particles
which then settle out and are not readily released back into the water.
colu~.

Fine grained sediments are usually more contaminated than sands.

Fine grained sediments usually have a high organic content, and these
organic

m~terials

have an affinity for hydrocarbons and metals.

Some

of these chemicals are biologically inert, but some can be transformed
into toxic substances through biological action.

Since toxicity is

concentration dependent, overall concentrations would be reduced if
polluted sediments were confined to a few disposal sites.

While it is

unrealistic to characterize all the pollutants in bottom sediments,
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bioassay methods to determine toxicity, bioaccumulation, and mobility
of toxic compounds through the food. chain are of paramount interest with
respect to ,'e1llS\1.r ing environmental safety, especially if disposal sitea
are located near nurser" or breeding grounds.
Studies have shown that spoil mounds are recolonized over time.
Spoil mounds consolidate and attain a character similar to the surrounding
sea-floor.

This is partially due to capping spoil mounds in Long

Island Sound.with clean sediments.

Depending on how clean these

sediments are, the biological community

m~

imitate the natural

Long Island Sound community or vary distinctly from the natural bottom.
Spoil mounds attract burrowing crustaceans and finfish, and the four
sites selected in the Sound are away from breeding areas.
Broadly speaking, the Sound is characterized by a homogeneous
biological community.

Problems of a biological nature might be

most effectively addressed at a regional level.

Already, the Sound

is recognized as a region by the Federal government

through such

agencies as the Corps and the EPA, and groups such as the New England
River Basins Commission and the New England regional commissions
regard the area as a totality.

The proposed Long Island Sound

Management Plan is the most recent reflection of a growing sense
of regionalism.

The politics, however, have yet to be used as a

regional indicator, because each State has its own very separate system
for dealing with common problems.
Within the context of a regional system for Long Island Sound,
the disposal of dredged

spoi~s

can be compatibly coordinated with

other uses of coastal waters, and a balence of conflicting uses can
be achieved.

Dredged spoil disposal, for example, has the potential
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to significantly alter water quality for biological communities and
cause health problems for man. Aesthetic pollution problems may
also result.

Any alteration of circulation patterns may potentially

affect the efficienc,y of pollutant dispersal in a water s,ystem,
affect shipping traffic, affect recreational craft, and produce
adverse economic impact to the fishing industry.
Long Island Sound Management Plan
The program was initiated in 1975 by Connecticut's DEP.

Efforts

were made to coordinate the study with the State of New York, but
New York has not taken an active role in its formulation.
",I,

New York

has received little polic,y direction from the State office in Albany.
New York's environmental staff keeps informed of the progress of this
program through Connecticut's environmental personnel.

There has been

no interaction between Connecticut's Coastal Management Group and the
New York Co-.stal Area Management Group with respect to the technical
. 23
content of the proposed plan.
Rhode Island borders the eastern portion of the Sound, but
negligible effort was made to contact appropriate parties, because
the state systems between Rhode Island and Connecticut are not able
to agree, apparently, on appropriate procedures.

Rhode Island has

taken no part in the formulation of the program.
Public workshops have been held since 1976 to review, comment,
and revise the Long Island Sound Management Program before formal
publication of the plan.

The program consists of two parts.

The

first is historical background on Long Island Sound and justification
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for developing such a program.
program.

The second section consists of the actual

The program strictly proposes a regional plan.

It is not an

entironmental impact statement.
The program as stated is designated as an interim program to last
for a period of three years.

This will allow time for the formulati(m

of a long-term comprehensive management program.

The major elements

of the program are summarized below:
"A) Controlled disposal at specified disposal points with
four designated disposal areas in LOng Island Sound.
B) Establishment of a technical advisory committee on disposal
composed of research scientis~s and cognizant State and
Federal interests.
C) Establishment of operational guidelines for the evaluation
of the potential polluting characteristics of materials
to be dredged and proposed to be disposed of in the Sound.
D) Application of these operational guidelines case-b,y-case,
to determine when alternatives to open water disposal in
Long Island Sound should be mandated.
E) Establishment of a long-term Long Island Sound disposalarea monitoring network.
F) Development of a dynamic long-term management program
24
and environmental assessment of both dredging and disposal."
The accomplishment of this program depends upon the prioritizing
and completion of a number of tasks.

The proposed study is based

primarily on existing data on dredging and on Long Island Sound's
chemical, physical, and biological characteristics.

New research will

be undertaken only when questions can not be answered adequa.tely with
existing data.

One of the first tasks to be completed is to compile,

interpret, and summarize data
include

alrea~

available.

Data of importance

circulation patterns, topography, sediments, physical-chemical
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properties, distribution of biological organisms,

particu1~r1y

benthic

and demersal fish.
Another task is to compile historical data on dumping activities.
This Lne'Ludes information on the source and char&cterization of the
dredged materials, quantity, texture, heavy metals content,

concentr~tion

of other potential contaminants, the location of ,dump sites and types
of disposal, and comparisons with previous environmental studies.
Another component of the program is to project future demands on
spoil disposal sites.

This includes a listing and evaluation of

future projects for which permits have been requested, assessment of
,.1,

the volumes and character of the spoil with respect to the proposed
dumpsite, and evaluation of environmental impact statements, if
available.

The assessment of dumping locations should include a

ranking in terms of desirability for capacity, the class of spoils
to be dumped without inf1iFting acute and/or chronic ecological
damage, and economic considerations, such as transport costs to the
dumpsite as opposed to landfill or open ocean disposal.

Socio-po1itica1

considerations, such as proximity to recreational areas, shellfish and
finfish operatiens, mining operations,and proximity to political
"governmental" boundaries"must also be assessed •

.

One final consideration in the development of this regional plan
s
is evaluation of the possible creative us~ for dredge spoil in Long
Island Sound.

These uses might include beach nourishment, construction

of recreational islands, marshes, and wildlife habitats, and perhaps
using dredge spoils to alter circulation patterns to enhance the
productivity of the waters.

• <
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The interim management program is based on available information
to date. There is a lack of environmental data, social and economic
cost data, and cost-benefit information.

The program as developed

maintains flexibility to respond to changes as gaps in the information
are filled in.
The Management Plan applies to all public and private dredged
material disposal activities in Long Island Sound's navigable

wat~rs.

The program will be implemented by the establishment of a disposal
area monitoring program funded by the Army Corps of Engineers.

A

comprehensive management plan and Environmental Impact Statement
are being initiated by the Corps with

th~

cooperation of the State

of New York's and Connecticut's Departments of Environmental Protection.
Public hearings will be held in late 1980 on the Environmental Impact
Statement and the Long Range Management Program.

It is proposed

that the Impact Statement and the Management Program be updated
every five years to include evaluations of past., present, and future,
dredging operations.

It is also proposed that a technical-advisory

committee be established to review and recommend modifications in
project monitoring, the management program, and make evaluations on
proposed alternatives to Long Island Sound disposal.

The committee

will probably be composed of representatives from National Marine
Fisheries Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, EPA, Army Corps of
Engineers, States of Connecticut and New.York, and ad hoc representation
from the academic and research community.

The advisory committee

will evaluate all federal dredging projects and the significant
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privat. dredging proposals.

The States of Connecticut and New York's

environmental protection groups will evaluate and coordinate these
projects according to specific guidelines.
Local communities will be

encour~ged

to become involved.

They

will have an obligation to provide disposal areas for materials
dredged from their ports and harbors.

Alternative disposal methods

will be encouraged. and State and Federal staff will assist local
communities in strategy planning for disposal.

Environmentally

acceptable impacts of a temporary and shortlived nature must be
evaluated.
,.1,

Examples include temporary release of chemicals that do

not violate State water quality standards. reductions in dissolved
oxygen. turbidity. color. pH. nutrient level. increases in suspended
solids. and

80

forth.

The four areas in Long Island Sound designated for dumping have
been evaluated by specific selection criteria in "Interim Guidance:
Ecological Evaluation of Proposed Discharge of Dredged or Fill
Material into NavigibleWaters.,,25 All except the Cornfield Shoals
site are natural containment sites.
site.
plans.

Cornfield Shoals is a dispersal

These locations provide for regional and sub-regional allocation
They do not conflict with commercial shellfish or fishing

industries.

Each site is to be marked with buoys and disposal

activity is to be restricted to within 200 meters of each buoy.
Disposal of great quantities of spoil will be controlled to prevent
the buildup of large mounds of material •.. After disposal of 500.000600.000 cubic yards of material. the buoys will be relocated to
immediately adjacent areas within the duropsite.

This will minimize

potential losses and exposure of high mounds of sediment to current
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transport, and will create depressions or pockets which can then be
used for subsequent disposal and capping of questionable toxic or
potential~

toxic materials.

The New England Division of the Army Corps of Engineers is to
assume management coordination and recordkeeping responsibility for
all Long Island Sound disposal activities within their jurisdiction
under Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.

The

New York Division will be responsible for local disposal projects
within its jurisdiction.

All coordination Will be the job of the

representatives on the advisory committee.
\1.

Toxic or potentially

hazardous substances will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and
if no other alternative exists, be dumped in natural or artificially
created depressions and adequately capped With clean fill.
Monitoring the dumping grounds will be coordinated through the
advisory committee.

Monitoring will be funded by the Corps under

Section 404 of the Water Act.

The

pro~am

must include a minimum of

2 "blocks" Qr mounds, one of which is a reference or control mound;
All data collected must be standardized with monitoring programs at
the other locations.

Parameters should be sampled biannually, once in

early summer and once in late fall.

General parameters to be evaluated

include: chemical-physical data, analysis of sediments, bathymetric
profiles of the spoil mounds, reproductive and succession of macrobenthic communities, visual inspection b.Y scuba, bioaccumulation of
toxicants b,y sessile or infaunal benthic species.
Evaluation of the material to be disposed of includes such data
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as the source of the sediment, chemical spill history, historical
industrial and municipal discharges in the vicinity, chronic pollutant
loading, sediment analysis, the volume to be dredged, and site-specific
ecological information.

This information will be used to determine

the specific chemical, physical, or biological testing which may be
required further along in the program.
required and

e~utriate

Bulk analysis tests will be

tests will be run only if water column impacts

are of concern.
The dredged materials must be characterized to provide a means
to evaluate biological impact.

Sediments will be classified b.Y grain

size and water content in addition to volatile solids and oil and grease.
Class I sediments are considered "clean" and suitable for capping
materials, habitat recreation projects,landfill, and beach nourishment.
These are

usual~

coarse grained sands with high solids content and

low oil and grease and volatile solids content.

Class II sediments

are 6o-9~ clay and silt with moderate solids content.

They are

considered questionable spoils and may be suitable for habitat
creation projects.

They may also require capping.

are 90~ silt and clay,

6~ water and

usually enriched with heavy metals.

Class III sediments

1~ volatile solids.

They are

They are considered potentially

hazardous and will not be dumped unless· they can be capped.

Land

disposal and containment is considered more desirable for these soils.
Studies on the feasibility of dumping in Long Island Sound have
previously been concerned with establishing one major open-ocean
dump site south of Long Island or south of the presently proposed
26
Attention was given to sport and commercial fishing,
dumping areas.
shipping, military uses, research and recreational uses as opposed to
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economic benefits derived from dumping nearshore versus the open
ocean.

No recommendations or management, programs were developed

based on these studies.
Summary and Conclusions
This is the Long Island Sound Dredge Spoil Disposal Program as
it has been proposed.

A cooperative effort has been made b.Y the

Environmental Protection Departments of both Connecticut and New York
as well as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the Army Corps
of Engineers to develop, implement, and enforce a sound dredged
materials disposal program.

Particularly in a body of water the

size of Long Island Sound. there is a critical need for policies
concerning wetlands protection, dredging and filling, and water
quality which are consistent on a regional basis.

While engineering

solutions predict physical and tangible results of change to a disposal
area. they predict only to a lind ted degree the impacts of such
activities on the natural environment.

It is unwise to base public

polic,y oa uncertain and iapertect scientific data, and the lack of
environmental data renders envirenmental factors difficult to quantify
and relate te other inferaatien.
Perhaps the IIlOSt critical ele.ent to the success of this program
is cooperatiQn and coordination between the State and Federal agencies
and State and Local governments.

During

~

survey ot dredge spoil

disposal activities in southern New England, the lack of cOllUTlUnication
and awareness

.r

.r

state and. local groups, and even between departmenta

the salle state agency. were astounding.

The need to educate these

people who are beaTily involved in these environmental projects is

12)

most critical.

There is also a nee. to educate local citizens about

the problems associated with dredge and fill activities and make them
aware of

perMittin~

procedures anG potential environmental hazards

fro. dumping.
The success .f the Long Island Sound Pregram depends upon an
educated eitizenr,y who has learnem that there are sound reasons
~eological~,

hydregraphieally, and

an

effective~

in

LeR~

managed

Islaftd Sound.

re~.nal

ecological~

for

developin~

prograa for dredged spoil disposal

The social issues, the economic issues, and

the political issues surrounding this program must be considered
',;1.

objective~.

Those involved in

1mplementin~

this

pro~ram

must remain

flexible to better soientific technology .s it develeps and future
standardizatioD of procedures.

Consideration of these ideas will

preduce a realisti. manage••nt polie" towards dredged material
disposal, pro.ote better interstate and interagency communication
and cooperation, and serve to mitigate environmental proble.s
through increased ecological understanding.
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Amaendix A
Seven additienal pieees ef Federal legislation have been

annexe~

to

this repert because they help te re«ulate the activities of dredging and spoil
dispesal in the United States.
dredp.n~

The sectiens of each Act that applies te

and dWllping activities have been set forth er sUJIJl1arized, but

there is no in-depth analysis er the implications er each law.

This

appendix has been included. te supple.ent Chapter 1 and te Jlake the
diseussien er Feaeral le«1slation en the subject of dredging and filling
as comprehensive as possible.
Excerpts or the

fellew1n~

legislatien appear in this Appendix:

1) Cenvention en the Prevention of Marine Pellution
by Dumping ( The Ocean Dumpin~ Convention)
2) Ceastal Zone Management Act
3) Fish and Wildlife Ceordination Act
4) Fleod Contrel Act
5) River and Harbors Act of 1970
6) Subaerge. Lands Act

The Ocean Dumpinc Convention
The Convention en the PreventiQn of Marine Pollution by Dumping ef
Wastes and Other Matter (The Ocean Dumping Convention) was signei b.Y
92 natiens in NeveJlber 1972.

The United. States became a party in 1975.

It is the first international treaty whose ai_ is te pretect the
ecean fro. a large nuMber ef pollutants en a global basis.

Its preamble

states that-it recognizes "the marine envirenment and the liVing organisms
which it aup,erts are er Tital impertance te humanity."

Parties are

requirei te prehibit the dumping ef wastes er ether matter except in
accerdanee with a permit system. (Article IV(l».
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It seeks t. contrel deliberate dumpin& at sea but does net ..ver
,ellutant. eem:11l&

(1'''

't.he atmesphere, rivers, outfalls, land run-eff,

expleration and exploitatien, er nerMal aircraft and vessel eperations.
The Convention, therefere, misses major sources of marine pollution.
The Cenvention separates matter inte three categories.

Each

cate&ery has specific permit requirements •. Annex I lists material.
which can not be dumped except in eller&encie8.

This is the black list.

Annex 2 .aterial. require special permits for dumpin&.
list.

A permit s,ystea is to be established

to control materials in their waters.
',~ \.

qy

This is the grey

each national government

All matter not included in Annex 2

can be &iven a general permit.
The black list inolude. the fellowin& chamicals and cempeunds:
er&anehalogen compounds (pesticides and PCB'S)
Illercury, cadmium, and their cempounds
persistent plastics
oil
high level radioactive matter
chemical and biolegieal warfare agents
The black lists fails to prohibit the bulk ef materials generally
d.UIl1ped. in the eeeans.

The «ref list cover. the following chemicals and compounds:
trace amounts of arsenic, lea_, Zinc, coppent and their
compounds
organosilicen compounds
cyanides
fluorides
pesticides and Qy-products not mentioned in the black list
bulky waste liable to sink and cause hazards to navigation
and fishin&
medium and l~ level radioactive materials.
The Cenventien focuses for the most part on characteristics of the
material t. be du.,ed and little attention is

~ven

t. characteristics of

the dUMp site.
"~ve

The

si~nateries

earefu1 censideratien" te:

te the Convention are required only te
char~cteristic8 at

the

dumpin~

pessible efrects on amenities, marine life, ether uses of the

site,

~.a,

lana

based. alternate tUlIP sites, and. Iletheds of treatment. (Article IV(2),
Annex III(B),(C».

The United. King«e. administers the Convention

until an apprepriate organization is designated to execute it.
The Cenvention relies heaYi1y on national enforcement.
will administer the permit system and establish standards.

The signatories
New ideas

and modifications at the international level must be generated. qy
national parties te the Convention.

It U.S. standards are any lllod.e1

(see Chapter 1), the level ef competence by' which this Convention is
administered and enforced is dubious.

Mere Meaningful regulation

would result if an international organizatien relUlated and administered
this Cenvention.

Until this is accomplished, there will be inadequate

surveillance, and no unifera penalties, no precedures for enforceffient, ne
interpretation,

n~r

any settlement of disputes.

The Convention has weaknesses, as all international efforts de, but
it stands symbolically as a first attempt to unite the world and attack
the prebleJll or pe11ution of the world's oceans.

It encourages regional

arrangements in the tie1d et pollution abatement and international
cooperation (Artieles IV(), VIII, XIV(4)(d».
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Coastal Zone Management Act (P.L.92-583)
Si~ned

Graat

inte lawen October 28, 1972, as an amendment to the Sea

Col1e~es

and Marine Sciences Development Act of 1966 (33USC. Sect.

1101-1124.), the Coastal Zone Management Act is an attempt to establish
a Federal protection
standards.

The- Act

pro~ram

although it created few

stat~sthat

le~al1y

enforceable

it is the natienal policy to encourage

and assist the states in coastal zone protection and improvement.
Participation or public, federal, state and local governments is
enc.ura~ed

to "hel, preserve, protect, devele" and where possible, to

restere or enhance
l,J,

the,resour.~8

or

the.ceastal zone rer this ana

sueceedins ~enerati.ns," (Sect. 30)(a».
Beetien 302(h) encourages the states to exercise authority over the
lands and waters in the cGastal zone.

The encwragement comes in tw.

feras ef grant. or Federal .enies (Sections )05 anA )06 of the Act).
These sectiens set rerth the requirements with which the states lllUst
cemply' prior to

receivin~

grant money.

Every Federal agency conducting or supporting activities which
directly affect c.asta1 zone areas shall conduct these activities te
the maximum extent practicable and consistent with state programs.
Any applicant fer a federal license or permit to conduct activities
affecting 1an« er water uses-in a coastal zone area of a state which
has an appreved program, mist certify that the proposed activity
c~mnlies

with the state program.

Public notice procedures and public

hearings should be previded for b,y each ooastal state.

The State has

six Months frOll receipt of an applica t~on te aplilreve or deny a penni t ,
The Secretar,y of Commerce administers this Act •
•
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Fish and Wildlife Coerdination Act (16 USC 661 et seq.)
Cencern for the destruction of fish and wildlife and their nursery
~ounds

due to dredging, filling and diking operations for navigational

imprevement and maintenance resulted in the passage of this Act.
"The dredging of bays and estuaries along the
coastlines to aid navigation and provide
land fills for real estate and similar development, b.Y FeQeral and other agencies under
Corps permits has increased tremendously in the
past 5 years. Dredging activities of this
sort have a PfRfoundly disturbinc effect en
aquatic life.
The Act provides that whenever the waters of any streiJU, or other
body of water otherwise controlled or Modified for any purpose b,y any
department er agency of the United States, or any public or private
agency under a Federal permit or license, the agency must consult with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Department of the Interior, as well
as any applicable state agency to review the conservation of wildlife.
reseurces

u

prevent the leS8 of and damage to these resources (Sect. 662(a)

an. 663(b».2

Flood Control Act (33 USC 701 et seq.)
The Fl••d Control Act defines fleod control projects to include
channel improvement.

It integrates all laws dealing with channel

improvement with this Act.

This puts .redging operations and disposal

er spoils under this Act.
Section 701 integrates laws for improvement and flood control.

It

requires a report by the Office ef the Chief of Engineers of the Corps
to the House of Representatives to provide details "te the extent and.
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character of the area to be affected by the proposed improvement"
includin! land use for disposal.
In the case of West Inc. v.

u.s.

(C.A. Miss. 1967, )74 F 2d. 218),

the Corps d.oesntt need. State approval to condemn property for fish and
wildlife habitats te offset damage done to same b,y flood control projects.
Howeyer, the use for navigation of State waters is not to conflict with
any beneficial State use of the same waters.

The Secretary of the Army

may acquire lands for speeifie projects (these are mentioned in the Act)
without prior application (Sect. 701(c».

Section 701 was not modlfied

or repealed b.Y the Submerged Lands Act (4) USC. Sect. 1)0).
" ~ I.

Submerr;ed Lands Act (4) USC 1)01 et seq.)
This Act gave coastal states all offshore lands lying three miles
seaward from their coasts, but reserved to the coastal states of the
Gulf of Mexico a right to historical boundaries not in excess of three
Leagues ,

Although the lands have been vested to the coastal states, the

Federal government continues to retain control over these lands for
navigation, flood control, national defense, commerce, and hydroelectric
power production.
re~late

The government retains the constitutional power to

their use without compensation to the owners pursuant to the

powers of the Comaerce Clause and the doctrine of navigational servitude.
These powers are paramount to the

ri~ts

of the states but do not include

"proprietary rights of ownership or the rights of management, administration,
leasing, use and developMent" (Sect. 1)14).
If ownership of dredged material were ever to become a.disputed issue,
final resolution of the question will probablY come from a judicial
interpretation~of the

Act.

1)0

River and Harbor Act of 1970 (84 Stat. 1818, P.L. 91-611)
This Act authQrizes the construction, repair, and preservation of
certain public works on rivers and harbors for
and for other purposes.

navi~ation,

flood control,

It authorizes work on specified Corps projects

throu&hout thecountr,y, but of particular interest is Section 12) which
describes containea spoil disposal sites and facilities.
Secti.n 12)(a)

(e)

The Secretary of the Anrry, ••• is authorized to
construct, Gperate, and maintain, subject to
Subsection (c), contained spoil disposal facilities
of sufficient capacity for a period not to exceed
10 years. Before establishin~ such a facility. the
Secretar,y of the A~ shall obtain the concurrence
of appropriate local governments and shall consider
the views and recommendations of the Administrator
of the EPA and shall comply with the requirements
of Section 21 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act and of the National Environmental Policy Act.
Section 9 of the 1899 River and Harbors Act shall
not apply to any facility authorized by this Section.
Prior to the construction of any such facility, the
appropriate State, interstate agency, municipality, or
appropriate political subdivision of the State shall
agree in writin~ to:
1) furnish all lands, easements, and rights-ofway necessary for the construction and
maintenance of the facility
2) contribute 25~ of the construction costs
J) hold the U.S. free from d~mages due to
construction, operation, and maintenance
of the facility
4) maintain the facility after completion of its
use ••• in a manner satisfactory to the Secretar,y
of the AI'tIf3'.

,

1)1
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